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Abstract

In this thesis, the objective was to develop a measuring system that could determine the location of a bouncing
tabletennis ball (called source or impact) on a table. The accuracy should be in the order of a few centimeters and
whenever possible, other properties of the bouncing ball could be measured as well. Besides a measuring system,
a simulation model should be developed as a means to test the measuring system and furthermore, a simplified
model should be extracted from this complex model to be able to develop the measuring system. For a good
understanding of this, the report is divided in two main parts, involving the socalledforward and inverse
problem.

Using microphones for the measurement, part I describes an approach to model the tabletop as a waveguide (the
complex forward model). This eventually leads to a partial differential equation (PDE) combined with boundary
conditions, which could not be solved directly, so a numerical method was necessary to simulate it. Using the
finite differences method it was possible to discretize the main PDE, resulting in an explicit equation. But when
the discretized boundary conditions would be applied, the simulation would end up in a big matrix with implicit
equations, which should be solved for every single time sample. Furthermore, several parameters of the PDE
were unknown and because of these reasons, the complex forward model was not considered anymore.

In stead, a simplified model was developed, which considers the socalled Time Of Arrival (TOA) of waves at the
microphones. Furthermore, this simplified model provides for a way to deal with the orthotropic nature of the
tabletop: waves propagate faster in the length direction than in the width direction of the tabletop. Using a
normalization however, the coordinates of the microphones and the source can be translated in a time domain
equivalent and the tabletop can be considered isotropic.

Part II considers the development of only the software part of the measuring system, leading to an important
function called 'Sourceloc'; this function can estimate the source location and time ofimpact from three or more
independent TOA's. An other function called TOAE' (Time Of Arrival Estimation) estimates these TOA's from
the sampled microphone signals, but inevitably, with a certain error. Reasons for this are the dispersive nature of
the waves, the disturbances in the microphone signal due to external sources and the limited performance of the
hardware part.

These errors lead to an error in the estimated source location and besides reducing the error in the estimated
TONs, one could also reduce the sensitivity of the error in the source location to the error in the TOA's. This
was done using a function 'SelecCtriple' and it is accomodated in the 'Sourceloc' function. From several
microphones (more than three) it determines the most appropriate microphone triple to determine the source
location.

To investigate this sensitivity, an error analysis was performed. It considered the relation between the maximum
error in any TOA and the maximum absolute error in the source location. The result was that using three
microphones at the corners of the tabletop and assuming a maximum error of 0.01 ems] in the TOA's, this would
lead to a maximum error of 4.5 [cm] in the source location. When adding an extra microphone in the other
corner, the same test would result in an error of 1.5 [cm].
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background

As well as in the tennis sport, robots are used in the tabletennis sport as an alternative for a human
player. The robot 'shoots' balls with a certain frequency at different places on a tabletennis table with a
certain speed and spin and it enables a human player to train on different kinds of strokes. In figure 1.1
an example of such a robot is depicted.

Figure 1.1 Example ofa tabletennis robot

By now, there are several tabletennis robots on the market, in all sorts of price ranges. Some robots that
are cheap, provide for a simple program to control the direction and speed of the shot balls; other robots
provide for a complex program with several functions to control parameters such as speed, height, spin,
independent of each other. However, most available robots are poorly controlled or do not even use
feedback when controlling the involved (electrical) motors. As a result, the shot ball that bounces on the
side of the human player, might not have the wanted parameters (properties) there. For example, a small
error in the angle in which a ball is shot, will obviously lead to a large error in the location where the
ball bounces, because the ball has to travel about three metres to reach the target location.

But even when the robot uses accurate sensors to measure the properties of the shot ball at the site of the
robot, the ball will still have unwanted parameters at the site of the human player. This is because it is
difficult to model the aerodynamics that are involved with the travelling ball. In stead of travelling by a
nice parabola, the ball will suffer from air friction and cover a rather unpredictable path. Especially
when the ball is spinning, the ball will probably bounce at a reasonable distance from the target location.

A possible good solution to this problem is to measure the significant parameters at the location where
the ball bounces and compare these with the target parameters. By feeding back this information to the
robot, the robot could adaptively change its modelparameters in order to minimize the error involved
with the next ball that is to be shot.

1.2 Objective

In this thesis such a measuring system was to be developed. The main objective was to provide for a
system that could measure the bounce location of the ball. The measurement should have an accuracy in
the order of centimeters, dependent of the resulting complexity of the system and the available time.
Furthermore, the ball might have a horizontal speed before bouncing on the table and it should be
possible to capture several bounces after another, with a reasonable time between them; a minimum of
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0.5 [s] should be possible. The required sensor(s) should not be placed directly above the tabletop where
it (they) can disturb the bouncing of the ball, but at the edge of the table or underneath it.

Whenever possible and simple, other parameters like speed, spin, angle of impact, could be measured as
well. When the available time would not allow this, conclusions or recommendations could be
formulated considering the possibility to measure other parameters.

In the rest of the report, the term 'ball' stands for a spherical, elastic tabletennis ball, which has a
diameter of 40 [mm] and a mass of 2.7 [g]. Its color can either be white or orange and its surface is
markes with a stamp. The table does not necessarily have to be a tabletennis table, as long as it is
rectangular and has a free surface.

Another objective in this thesis was to develop a simulation model to test the measuring system. Details
about this simulation model will be given in the next section, where the problem is split into theforward
and inverse problem.

To visualize the different parameters, see figure 1.2. In this figure a bouncing ball is depicted and below,
a ball is depicted in which spin parameters are defined. In this case, the speedvector is pointed towards
the reader. All parameters apply just before the ball encounters the tabletop. The actual symbols that are
being used, are not important for this moment, but only defined to make a difference between the

different parameters. For now, the primary parameter is the bounce location (X,Y)b. It represents the
point on the tabletop, where the ball first hits the tabletop. The term 'parameters' is used in stead of
'variables', because they are defined (constant) according to a single bounce (or impact) and hence, they
do not vary continuously in time.

tb is the point in
time, when the ball
touches the table
for the first time

Figure 2.1 Definition of the bounce parameters that define an impact unambiguously

In fact, this thesis is not about developing a measurement system for tabletennis applications. It would
be a possible application, but putting the problem in a larger perspective makes it more interesting: we
want to determine the two dimensional location (and possibly other parameters as well) of a spherical,
elastic object at the moment that it impacts a rectangular plate. These kind of problems are more
appealing to the scientist and are characterized in several research areas.

From now on, we will therefore use the term impact to refer to the bouncing ball and source location to
refer to the location where the ball bounces. The term source is used because the impact is a source of
energy, involving geometrical, acoustical orland kinematical information that we have to intercept with
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the sensor(s). Other parameters (or properties) that we could measure are the energy content of the
impact, the angle of impact, the spin of the ball and so on; together with the location we will call them
source parameters.

1.3 The forward problem vs. the inverse problem

In figure 1.3, the objective of this thesis is comprised by a global blockscheme in which a distinction is
made between the socalledforward problem and the inverse problem. We talk about problems because
by this notation this combination is well known in several research areas.

In general terms, several sources of energy give rise to a field of energy in their surroundings and with
use of sensors (or transducers) a measuring system could intercept energy from this field to gain
knowledge about one particular source.

The problem is often that we cannot approach the involved source directly and we have to intercept
energy at a certain distance from the source. If we want to gain knowledge about the epicentrum of an
earthquake, we can only install sensors at the surface of the earth. In this case, the forward problem
would subsist in finding a model of the wavemedium in which waves propagate from the epicentrum to
the surface of the earth. Subsequently, the inverse problem would involve inverting this model to regain
information about the epicentrum and at the same time disregarding the influence of external sources
(like a big thunderstorm). Notice that the forward problem involves processes that we cannot manipulate
and that we can only control the functioning of the measuring system (comprised by the inverse
problem).

Input of
sensor(s)

External noise

sources I I
:

Forward Inverse
Problena • problena------..__ t~

Source· \ -
parameters

.....
Estimation of

Source
parameters

Figure 1.3 Global representation ofthe problem

In our case, the considered source is represented by a few source parameters, the most important one
being the source location. Again, it is not possible to glue a sensor on the ball, so the forward problem
would be to find a model which gives information about the energy field that is caused by the bouncing
ball and other, external sources. Which kind of information depends on the used sensors. The model
could output geometrical information when a camera is used, acoustical information when using
microphones, kinematic information when force transducers are used and so on. Dependent on the
sensors being used, several external noise sources can contaminate the wanted information.
Subsequently, the inverse problem is to regain information about the source parameters, considering the
forward model and to eliminate the influence of the external sources on the measurement.

But in fact, it is not really necessary to derive a forward model that completely predicts the response at
the sensors. At first, it is important to derive a model that provides only for that extent of information on
account of the source parameters that when we could extract that information from the sensor signals, we
could also derive the wanted source parameters. In other words, we should be able to solve the inverse
problem directly from the forward model and at the same time, keep the forward model as simple as
possible.
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However, another objective of this thesis is to develop a simulation model which is directly related with
the forward problem. This simulation model should provide for a means to test the measuring system,
without using the physical plant. It should make an accurate prediction of the input of the sensors on
account of several parameters, like the dimensions of the tabletop, the kind of support of the tabletop and
of course, the source parameters. The advantage of such a model would be the possibility to experiment
with different configurations without the need to adjust the physical plant. Furthennore, we could
visualize the effects of changing one or more source parameters.

The reason to restrict the simulation to the prediction of the input of the sensors is that the choice of
sensors and their placement is part of the inverse problem. Again, every part of the model that we cannot
influence is comprised by the forward problem and every part of the measuring system (which we can
control) is part of the inverse problem.

So concluding, we need a (simulation) model that accurately predicts the input of the sensors and a
simplified forward model that enables us to easily solve the inverse problem and develop a measuring
system. To make a distinction, we will call the first model, the complex model and the second one, the
simplified model from now on.

1.4 Outline for the rest of the report

In order to make a good distinction between the forward and inverse problem, the rest of this report is
divided in two parts; the first part dealing with the forward problem (chapters 3-6) and the second part
dealing with the inverse model (chapters 7-11). Each chapter starts with a small introduction and part II
contains an extra introduction in chapter 7. Furthennore, both parts of the report are ended by a
conclusion and the conclusion in chapter 11 will also contain a few recommendations for possible
further research on this topic.

Chapter 2 immediately deals with the choice of sensors, concerning a first attempt to perfonn the
measurement. Furthermore, it gives a description of the involved table, and the support that was used to
place the sensors.

Part I starts with chapter 3, which describes the literature study that was perfonned in consideration of
the choice of sensors and the forward model that had to be derived. The subject of this research was
vibrations and waves in solids, preferably in combination with some application involving an inverse
problem. Chapter 4 describes the development of the complex forward model and gives a thorough
summary of the theory that eventually leads to the governing differential equation, describing the
transverse deflection of a thin plate (2D) at a certain location, including dynamics. Boundary conditions
are also considered, and in the last section of chapter 4, an approach is described considering a
numerical method to simulate the governing diffential equation. In chapter 5, a simplified model is being
proposed as a framework for the inverse problem and finally, part I ends with a few conclusions in
chapter 6.

Part II starts with chapter 7, which gives an introduction of part II. In this chapter, the inverse problem is
refonnulated and a general blockscheme is given with all parts of the measuring system. Chapter 8 then
gives a description of the most essential part, the source localization. It is based on the estimation of
socalled TOA's (Time Of Arrival) and chapter 9 describes an approach to estimate these TOA's.
Chapter 10 then considers the software part of the measuring system in general and also an error analysis
is being described here, concerning the perfonnance of the measuring system. Finally, part II ends with
conclusions in chapter 11.
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1.5 Format conventions for references

In this report. many 'objects' are referred to. like equations. variables. MATLAB code. functions and so
on. To be able to distinguish them from one another. some conventions have to be made concerning the
typeface and format of the references. For example. when a variable of one particular equation is
referred to (when not using the equation editor). the format Times New Roman. 12pt.. italic will be

used: ' ... this variable dij can be computed... •. When referring to the same variable that is used in a piece
of MATLAB code. the format Arial. II pt.• standard will be used: ' ... this MATLAB variable dij can be
computed... •. Also notice that subscripts (and superscripts) cannot be used in MATLAB code. and that
we have to write dij or d_ij. These two possibilities will both occur when translating a variable with an
index to a MATLAB variable. dependent on the name of the variable.

An exception is made when a reference is made to a vector: in this case all conventions hold. except for.
the reference is in bold (any sub- or superscripts are in italic however). For example. the coordinates of
microphone i: mj.

Another exception is made when the reference to a certain object occurs in the caption of a table or
figure: in this case all conventions hold. except for. the references are always in italic.

Furthermore. when a new term is introduced. this is done in italic as well. For example: ' ...this variable
is a representation of the socalled Time Delay ofArrival... •. Also accents can be put on words using this
format:· ... in theory however... •.

In table 1.1. these conventions are summarized.

Table 1.1 Format conventions when referring to different types ofobjects

Type of object to refer to Format used Examples
Variables. equations (when not Times New Roman. 12pt.• italic dij. Xloc• microphone k
using the equation editor)
Algorithms. functions. blocks in Times New Roman. IOpt.. 'Sourceloc3mics' •
a blockscheme (other than the standard. using 'inverted the 'TOAE' block
specific name of a MATLAB commas'
function etc.)
Files Times New Roman. IOpt.. italic. 'Sourceloc3mics.m· •

using 'inverted commas' 'testinput.mat'. 'Report.doc·
MATLAB code. variables, Arial, Ilpt., standard dij. transS2T,
functions function v=f PDF(x)
Simulink blocks. signals Arial. 11pt.. standard TOAEfTOAE_mic I

th man
New terms, accents Times New Roman. IOpt., italic the socalled Time ofArrival

Furthermore. there is a difference between the names of objects in theory and in MATLAB/Simulink.
Because a Simulink model or a MATLAB function has to be rather comprehensible by itself. it is
possible that different names are used for the same variable. For example. in section 5.2. a variable tj is

defined which represents the socaIled Time OfArrival (TOA) at microphone i. In the involved Simulink
model however, this variable is represented by a signal and is referred to as: TOA. Another example
involves the signal sSP[k] in figure 7.1: whereas this notation is convenient in analyzing the theory
behind the model. in the involved implementation (a Simulink model) this variable is simply denoted by
mic signals.
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Chapter 2 Measurement set up

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will first consider a number of techniques to measure the source location (and
possibly other source parameters), each involved with a different kind of sensor. From these sensors, one
is chosen and the rest of the development of the measuring system will be on account of this type of
sensor. In the third section we will see a detailed description of the table that we will use during this
thesis and in the fourth section, a 2-dimensional coordinate system is defined for the tabletop. Finally,
in the fifth section, a description is given of the measurement set up, that is, how the sensors are placed
in relation to the table.

2.2 Measurement techniques

First of all, recall figure 1.2 for a visualization of the impact. Now, let us consider some possible
techniques to locate an impact (and possibly determine other source parameters). Of course, this is
highly dependent on the kind of sensor we use. In general, we could use three kind of sensors (or
transducers) for the problem:

• Optical: laser tracking system, camera
• Acoustical: ultrasonic transmitters/receivers, (normal) microphones
• Kinematical: accelerometers

Laser tracking system
Such a system would scan the area with a laserbeam, and once the ball is 'locked', the device would
have to keep up with the ball by controlling the orientation of the laserbeam so as to provide for a
reflecting beam that is parallel with the original beam. With use of the doppler effect, possibly the speed
of the ball could be measured. However, developing such a device would be much to complex for this
thesis; because of the round shape of the ball ,the reflecting beam will not contain enough energy, to
determine the 3D coordinates of the ball, two similar laser devices would be necessary and probably the
devices would need special bearings to be able to keep up with the ball (which could obtain a speed up
to 100 [kmIhr]). Furthermore, the ball could become out of sight of the laser beam and it would have to
be locked again.

Camera
Another optical transducer could be a camera, pointing towards the tabletop from above it. Its resolution
would be enough to determine the location of the ball within a centimeter. And as well as with the laser
track system, a camera would be insensitive to noise originating from strip lighing, spectators and so on.
However, the problem is the exact point in time when the ball touches the tabletop. From the camera's
point of view this is not obvious and besides that, the camera takes snapshots from the scene with a
frequency of at most 60 times per second which would not be enough. An additional device would be
necessary to measure the exact point in time of the contact with the tabletop and the snapshots would
have to be interpolated to determine the location of the ball. Further disadvantages of a camera (as with a
laser track system) would be the placement above the tabletop and the relative high cost.

Ultrasonic microphones
With this technique, ultrasonic transmitters could be placed at a height of 20 [mm] above the tabletop
(the radius of a ball). They could generate a soundfield of high frequencies just above the tabletop and
once a ball would bounce on it, it would disturb the soundfield. A soundwaves that is transmitted would
reflect on the ball, be intercepted by the ultrasonic receivers and by analyzing the involved phase shift,
an estimate could be made of the distance that the wave would have travelled. By using a number of
receivers, the exact location of the ball could be determined. An advantage of ultrasonic
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transmitter/receiver couples would also be the insensitivity to background noise. However, the same
problem as with the laser track system will play parts here: ultrasonic transmitters/receivers can work
perfectly to navigate a robot through a scene with objects, but round objects are still difficult to see,
especially small ones. The ball would diffuse the soundwaves to much. Besides this, ultrasonic receivers
have a limited directionality (especially at high frequencies) and the measurement would become more
difficult when the bouncing ball would have a large horizontal speed.

Accelerometers and microphones
The most feasible solution would include either accelerometers or small elektret microphones. Both can
be used to analyze the vibration of the tabletop that develop due to the impact, with the following
differences:

• Accelerometers are mounted on the tabletop and measure the local acceleration (lD, 2D or even 3D) of
the point where they are mounted. Their bandwidth can be in the order of a few hundred kilohertz.

• Microphones can measure the sound(pressure) that is produced by the vibrating tabletop. However, they
have to be uncoupled from the tabletop. Their bandwidth can be up to 18 kilohertz.

At this point, not much research was done on the feasibility of the accelerometers. One advantage would
be the possibility to mount them directly on the tabletop, whereas microphones would need an additional
support that is uncoupled from the table. Furthermore, when using 3D accelerometers, all kind of
vibrations of the tabletop could be analyzed. The most appropriate would be the piezoelectric
accelerometers which are available with very high natural frequencies. Therefore they can be very
suitable to analyze transient signals (as is the case here), but dependent on the sensitivity, they can be
very expensive (even when they are ID).

For this thesis, we will use elektret microphones to track the response of the tabletop on the impact. The
idea was to use microphones at first and to consider the use of accelerometers on account of the results
that were obtained using the microphones. Eventually however, due to a lack of time, the use of
accelerometers was not considered anymore.

At this point, theforward problem has to be reformulated! The forward problem is now to predict the
input of the sensors, that is, the airpressure that is measured by the microphones! However, it is very
difficult to predict the far-field of the sound field above the tabletop, so at this point we will assume the
microphones to be located just above the tabletop and pointed towards it, so as to directly intercept the
sound radiation from the tabletop.

2.3 Description of the table

As was stated in the introduction, designing a measuring system for tabletennis purposes is not the real
issue here. Therefore, we use one of the tables that are present in the room where the involved research
is carried out. In this room, several sources of noise are present, like for instance the striplighting at the
ceiling, several computers and other equipment. Also present are people walking by, making noise and
the measurement should be robust against all of these sources.

In fig 2.1 a computer-generated picture of the involved table is given. All the dimensions depicted here
are in millimetres and round off at five millimetres, with the exception of the thickness of the tabletop,
which will appear to be highly significant when looking upon the tabletop as a waveguide.

As we see, the tabletop is supported by ten distance bushes which, on their turn, are carried by a metallic
(, hollow) support existing of four legs, which are connected to each other. The ten distance bushes
accommodate metallic screws, that are driven into the wooden tabletop (see the dashed line in the side
view of the table). The wooden tabletop is actually made of laminated wood, that is in this case, nine
layers of wood make up the tabletop. Furthermore, notice that the table is almost symmetric in two
directions, but not perfectly. The three distance bushes along one long side of the table are shifted half a
centimetre relative to their neighbours at the other long side of the table. This difference could possibly
be neglected when performing a particular simulation, but this is of later concern.
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Figure 2.1 Dimensions ofthe tabletop and its suppon

Figure 2.2 The physical set up oftable and microphones
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2.4 Definition of a coordinate system

To be able to detennine the source location in 2-dimensional coordinates, we have to define a coordinate
system. Consider figure 2.3, which depicts the top view of the tabletop.

y

:[
(0,0)

~ ~.__._----f.'--'--'----+----i~.X

I

i

Lx=85 [em]

Figure 2.3 Defining a coordinate system for the tabletop

We define the middle of the tabletop to be the origin of the coordinate system; this might be convenient,
considering the symmetry of the tabletop. Furthermore, two parameters are designated here to represent
the width and the length of the tabletop: Lx and Ly respectively. Furthermore, we define the parameter h
to equal the thickness of the tabletop: h = 23 [mm].

2.5 The placement of the sensors

As we concluded in section 2.2, we will use small elektret microphones to perform the measurement.
They have to be uncoupled from the table, so an additional support is necessary. In figure 2.2, this extra
support is depicted, as well as the involved table. It is fully uncoupled from the table and the
microphones can be located anywhere near the table's edges. The support is made of metal pipes, which
are stiff and thus involve high resonance frequencies. In this way, the pipes (and thus the microphones)
will not resonate in compliance with the (audible) sound that is radiated from the table.

In compliance with the constraint concerning the placement and direction of the microphones (section
2.2), the microphones are placed just above the tabletop and pointing towards it. When the microphones
would be in the way, they could also be placed at the opposite side of the tabletop (the bottom).
Furthermore, they are placed near the edges for now; when necessary, they can also be placed in the
middle of the tabletop by using extra supports. In this case, they have to be placed at the bottom of the
tabletop, because they should not fonn obstacles when a ball bounces.

What kind of microphones to use and how to implement the hardware that is attached to these
microphones is not a subject of part I and will be discussed in part II !
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Part I

The forward problem
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Chapter 3 Literature search

3.1 Goal of the literature search

In order to develop a measuring system only, it might have been enough to concentrate on appropriate
measurement techniques where it is not really necessary to have knowledge about the physical properties
of vibrations. However, this literature search has been focussing on vibrations and wave propagation in
plates, because part of the objectives was to gain knowledge on these subjects and to provide for a
(simulation) model. This model should be able to predict the propagation of the complex combination of
waves through the tabletop, that are generated by a bouncing ball on a certain location. Once such a
model would have been derived, the inverse method could be applied in order to find an inverse of the
model and eventually the measuring system could be implemented. Furthermore, a solid understanding
of the physics makes it easier to extend the model afterwards when considering other properties of a
bouncing ball. That is, not only the location of the bouncing ball, but also the speed, spin and angle of
impact can be of importance.

So in short, the goal of the literature search was to find some common literature on vibrations in and
wave propagation through solids, preferably in combination with some application involving an inverse
problem. During this research, conclusions were to be drawn leading to a simplification of the problem,
for instance, by considering the tabletop to be a socalled thin plate.

3.2 Results

It appears from the literature search that many research areas are involved with vibrations in and
wavepropagation through solids (see the list of additional literature after chapter 11!). Examples can
be found in geology, where earthquakes are studied and in architecture, where structure borne sound is
minimized. Another example involves the design of some music instruments in which sound is
generated according to a set of harmonic frequencies. A part of this research is focussed on analysis of
waves through solids, generated by a single source. The involved models that are used in this research
are often illustrated according to the ID scheme depicted in figure 3.1.

characteristic
impedance

internal
impedance
(sometimes:
driving
point
impedance)

source waveguide

load
impedance

boundary
or support

Figure 3.1 Modeling waves by distinguishing source, waveguide and boundaries
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Dependent of the boundary conditions, reflections can occur at the boundaries and standing waves can
be developed from the complex set of travelling waves.

Sometimes, the goal of analysis is to obtain the force history of a source considering the vibrations in or
waves through a solid. Or, as in this case, to determine the location of a source. An example of this last
application is a 'camera steering device' which is able to focus the camera on the active speaker on
account of the measured sound. From earthquakes it is desired to localize the epicentrum and one
application of an Electro Encephalo Gram (EEG) is to localize a certain kind of brainactivity inside a
human's head. These 'problems' are often referred to as inverse problems.

There are various schemes for establishing a model of the considered waveguide. They range from
reduced forms of 3D equations, to using exact solutions, to using basic elements like beams and rods
and then adding complexity to it. Analyzing complex structures is often a matter of approaching it by a
set of basic elements and putting focus on the connections between these elements. A few important
theories that are involved with these elements are the theories of the Timoshenko beam, the BernouIli
Euler beam, the Love rod, the Mindlin-Hemnann rod and the Mindlin plate.

The first significant treatment of plates occurred in the 1800s. The fundamental theory of plate-bending
problems was principally worked out by Navier, Kirchhoff and Levy. Other early contributions were
made by Cauchy, Poisson and Clebsch. In modern times, major contributions were made by Reissner,
Mindlin and Uflyand.

Beside a number of articles, two books appeared to be useful for a good understanding of the considered
topics.

Ugural's book [UGU99] gives a good survey of theories involving plates and shells (for example pipes).
First a general approach is given in which the differential equations ofequilibrium for three-dimensional
stress are derived and after that, some assumptions are made according to the customary theory ofbeams
and plates. This last approach requires less mathematical rigor but a more physical interpretation and is
regarded as more appealing to the enigineer. Emphasized also are the energy aspects of plate and shell
bending and buckling because of the importance of energy methods in the solution of many real-life
problems and in modern computational techniques. Because of the introductory nature of the book, the
classical approaches requiring extensive mathematical background are not treated. Furthermore, the
book's emphasis is on computer-oriented numerical techniques when solving for the derived differential
equation. Also, an (inverse) method is discussed to compute a solution by assuming it to be a
superposition of different modi, each corresponding with a resonancefrequency and a waveform.
Subsequently, some basic configurations are analyzed, involving several possible boundary conditions
(supports).

Doyle's book [DOY97] aims more at the concept of wavepropagation, which appears to have close
connections with the theory of vibrations. It puts focus on spectral analysis, but in many examples it
tries to make a link with the time domain. This approach appears to be effective in analyzing wave
propagation and in stead of being kind of a solution technique, it gives more insight in the wave
mechanics. While being interested in P, SH, and SV waves in the beginning of this thesis, this book gave
a reasonable impression of this kind of waves. The solution of the governing differential equation in this
manner is shown to involve a combination of these three waves, using the socalled Helmholtz
decomposition. Furthermore, like Ugural's book, this book also deals with wave propagation in complex
structures as being a set of basic elements like beams and plates, which appears to be relative simple
when using the spectral analysis method. Furthermore, it deals with Rayleigh waves and Lamb waves as
being the result of boundaries of semi-infinite and doubly bounded media respectively. Waves in thin
plates are being discussed, using the Mindlin Plate Theory to begin with and then modify it to achieve
the classical or thin plate theory, and finally, the book gives a good survey of acoustic wave motion and
sound radiation as being a result of interaction between a plate and a surrounding fluid (like air).
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Chapter 4 Developing a complex forward model

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the development of a complex forward model is considered, while referring to Ugural's
book [UGU99]. Before describing the theory behind this model, a global description of the development
of waves is given in section 4.2. In order to develop a complex forward model of the tabletop as a
wavemedium, it is necessary to divide the tabletop in infinitesimal elements and consider their
interaction first. Therefore, in sections 4.3-4.5, a general approach is given in which the concept of 3
dimensional stress and strain and the relation between them is considered. After that, a few assumptions
are made in section 4.6, regarding the classical theory of thin plates. This theory assumes a thin plate to
be homogeneous, isotropic, elastic and to be in equilibrium. In section 4.7, we see how dynamics are
included. Until that point, the table is assumed to extend infinitely, so a number of boundary conditions
have to be included when considering a table of finite dimensions (section 4.8). After that, an approach
to extract a simulation model from the theory is given in section 4.9 and finally, a number of conclusions
are given in section 4.10, concerning the feasibility of the complex forward model.

4.2 How do waves develop due to an impact?

First of all, before considering this process, let us consider the tabletop to be in equilibrium. Gravity is
one external force that is acting upon the tabletop, and as a result, the support of the table provides for an
opposite reactionforce (an other external force) and internal forces inside the tabletop assure that the
tabletop remains one piece.

Subsequently, when a ball bounces, it will not be able to pass on all of its energy to the tabletop and as a
consequence, it will be partially crushed in an elastic manner. That is, after the bouncing, the ball will
regain its original shape. During the contact with the ball, the tabletop will not only experience the
external forces at the site of the contact area, but also some reactionforces from the tablesupport and
from the inertia of the tabletop. Dependent on the contact force, the time that these forces are present,
etc. , several waves through the tabletop will be generated. Partially due to the reactionforces of the
tabletop and partially due to the gas inside the ball (in which potential energy is stored), the ball will
eventually move in the opposite direction and 'bounce' back.

Even if the ball has already lost contact with the table, the waves are still present; they propagate
through the tabletop and partially reflect at the edges and at the site of the support. As a result, a
complex combination of standing waves develops in which each standing wave corresponds directly to a
resonance mode. At such a resonancefrequency, the impedance of the tabletop is lower, energy is passed
onto the air more easily and sound is radiated with the corresponding frequency. Eventually, energy will
be lost due to the sound radiation and internal damping and the waves will disappear. Note that this
happens more quickly when the impact occurs above a part of the support, where the table is more stiff
(higher impedance).

Finally, both the direct sound waves and the reflections from the walls, floor, ceiling and other objects
are contaminated with noise before they reach the human ear or a microphone. This noise can be a result
of external sources like possible spectators, computers in the room or any striplighting at the ceiling.

4.3 Stress

To investigate how a plate deforms when subject to external forces, consider the rectangular plate in
figure 4.1(a). We will consider it to be in equilibrium, as to be able to derive the involved differential
equations. In section 4.7 this analysis will then be extended with an analysis of the dynamics of the
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plate. To investigate the internal forces that hold the plate together, we can cut the plate through a point
Q by an imaginary plane, and consider these forces at the location of Q.

(a)

External forces

y

x

~F

z

Q is located on
(x,y,z)

(b)

Figure 4.1 (a) Sectioning ofa body (b) Free-body diagram ofthe left-part of the body [UGU99,p.7]

A convenient way to analyse these internal forces is to use the socailed method ofsections which divides
the body into different parts so as to ease visualization. This is depicted in figure 4.1(b), which shows

the left-part of the plate as a free-body. An element of area M, located at point Qon the cut surface, is

acted upon by a force ~F, which has components ~Fx, My and ~Fz. Because the outward normal of

the cut plane is parallel to the positive x axis, the cut plane is called a positive x plane. In the same way,

the upper face of the free-body is called a negative Z plane.

The normal stress ax and the shear stresses Txy and Txz can now be defined as:

a = lim M x = dFx

x M--->O M dA

M dF
T = lim -_Y =-_Y;

xy M--->O M dA
1
, Mz dFzT = Im--=--

xz M--->O M dA

(4.1a-c)

Note that ax is called normal stress, because the force ~Fx acts nonnal on surface M, and that Txy and

Txz are called shear stresses, because My and M z act tangent on surface M.

In general however, an infinitesimal cubic in the plate would be exposed to a three-dimensional state of
stress, like is depicted in figure 4.2. The stresses shown in this picture are considered to be the same on
the mutually parallel faces, like is depicted in the case of both the x faces, Furthennore, they are
considered to be unifonnly distributed on each face.
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z

Figure 4.2 Infinitesimal element in three-dimensional stress. All stresses have
positive sense. [UGU99, p.8]

Note that with this configuration, the equilibrium conditions

L Fx = 0, L Fy = °and L Fz = 0, are automatically satisfied; however it can be shown that in

order to satisfy the equations involving the moments

L M x = 0, L M y = °and L M z = 0, (relative to the center of the cube for instance) it holds

that 'ijj ='i jj •

Now the state of three-dimensional stress can be assembled in the form:

(4.2)

This is a matrix representation of the socalled stress tensor, which is frequently used in the mechanics of
solids.

Differential equations of equilibrium
In general however, the components of stress vary from point to point in a loaded body. These variations
of stress are also governed by conditions considering the state of equilibrium and fulfillment of these
conditions leads to the differential equations ofequilibrium. For convenience we assume a two-
dimensional case, and in this case the considered components are independent of Z. Later on we can
generalize these equations and derive the equations for the three-dimensional case.
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Figure 4.3

f, ;.
Fx

dx
'-----------'-x

Element with stresses and body forces [UGU99, p.ll]

In figure 4.3 we see a visualization of the two-dimensional state of stress of an element of the plate. In
this picture the x and y components of the body forces per unit volume are Fx and Fy and the Z

component, Fz =0. Body forces are the only forces that would exist when the element would be a free
body with no interaction with other elements, and in general the weight of the element is the only body
force. Furthermore, note that a truncated Taylor expansion like

(4.3)

is used to express the variation in the stress component a x • Instead of da x ' we have to use a partial

derivative, because a x is also a function of y.

Finally, fulfillment of the equilibrium condition for x-directed forces, L Fx =0 leads to the

expression:

A similar equation is written for L Fy =0 . Simplifying these expressions, recalling that for shear

stresses Tij =T ji and generalizing the obtained expressions considering the three-dimensional case, we

obtain:

The differential equations for
!n!!-dimensional stress:

aa aTxy
__x +--+F =0ax ay x

aay aTxy

--+--+F =0ay ax y
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The differential equations for
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4.4 Strain

To determine the actual stress distribution in a body, we have to introduce the concept of strain. In this
description, the higher order terms of strain will be neglected, considering the small displacements
resulting from a bouncing ball on a table. In this way, we can use the 'principle of superposition', as we
will see later on.
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Figure 4.4 (a) Linear strain (b) Shear strain [UGU99, p.18]

In figure 4.4 , the concept of strain is illustrated. In figure 4.4(a), an (infinitesimal) element is depicted,
which exhibits a two-dimensional deformation. Not only will the element move in space, but also
elongate or contract relatively to its dimensions (figure 4.4(b». This relative deformation is called linear
strain and is defined in the two-dimensional case as:

. flu du (a) au
e =hm-=-=-

x <1.<--->0 flx dx ax (4.7)

and similar:

(4.8)

Furthermore, shear strain is defined as the tangent of the total change in angle taking place between two
perpendicular lines in a body during deformation. This tangent of an angle can be set equal to that angle
when considering small displacements, so the shear strain measured in radians can be defined as:

7l
r=--fJ·

2
(4.9)

Obviously, shear strain is positive when the right angle between the reference lines decreases and
negative otherwise. Referring to figure 4.4 (b), the shear strain is determined to be

au avr =r x =-+-.xy Y ay ax (4.10)

Likewise, three-dimensional strain can be obtained in terms of displacements u, v and w; we then have

the components ex' e y and rxy , as well as:
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au aw
Y =y --+-

xz zx - az ax' (4.11a-c)

4.5 Relation between stress and strain (Hooke's law)

Considering a bouncing ball on a table, we can assume that the involved displacements are small. We
then can assume the relation between stress and strain to be a linear one, that is, we only consider the
elastic range. Thus, after the impact has occurred, the tabletop will eventually return to its original state.
Hooke's law describes this relation for normal stress and strain (in the elastic range) as:

a=E·E. (4.12)

Here E is called the modulus ofelasticity or Young's modulus and is different for various materials.

Similarly, the relation between shear stress and strain is denoted as:

r=G·y, (4.13)

with G being the shearing modulus ofelasticity or modulus of rigidity of the involved material.

A last important property to introduce involves Poisson's ratio, V :

V=
lateral strain

axial strain
(4.14)

An example to clearify this last property can be a long piece of rubber which, when pulling it apart in the
axial direction, would first contract in the lateral direction and eventually break. For most materials, the
values of V are in the range 0.25 to 0.35.

In the general (two-dimensional) case, where an element is subjected to a biaxial state of stress, the
relation between stress and strain is represented by Hooke's law for two-dimensional stress:

a a
Ex =_x -V-Y ,

E E

The inverse relationships are:

a y a
Ey =__v_x and

E E
(4.15a-c)

(4.16a-c)

Likewise, the three-dimensional relationships are described by the generalized Hooke's law:
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Ex = ~ [a x -v(a y + a,)]
E

Ey= ~ [ay -v(ax +a,)]

E, = ~ [a, -v(ax +aJ
(4.17a-f)

Txy
Y =

xy G
T y,

Yy, =0

Finally, the relation between the shearing modulus of elasticity G, the modulus of elasticity E and

Poisson's ratio V is given by: G = E (4.18)
2(1 +v)

4.6 1rhin plates

In the last section a general approach was given to determine the relation between stresses and strain
inside an arbitrary solid. In this section we will apply this theory to the case of a 'thin plate with small
deflections' considering the actual tabletop. Obviously, the tabletop can be modeled as a thin plate,
according to a commonly used criterion that the ratio of the thickness to the smaller span length should
be less than 1/20. Or otherwise, the thickness should be negligible compared with the smallest
wavelength involved. Furthermore, the deflections to be considered are obviously small, in contrast with
large deflections that can be seen from a human's point of view.

It is common to divide the thickness h into equal halves by a plane parallel to the faces; this plane is
called midplane and plays an important part in a few assumptions that are to be stated when considering
the two dimensional case of a thin plate. The plate thickness is measured in a direction normal to the
midplane and has great influence in the flexural properties of the plate.

General behaviour of plates
In analyzing the behaviour of thin plates we make use of the fundamental assumptions of the socalled
classical theory for isotropic, homogeneous, elastic thin plates (CPT), also known as the Kirchhoff
hypotheses. Later on, this analysis could be extended for the orthotropic case (but this has not been done,
as we will see later).

1. The deflection of the midsurface is small compared with the thickness of the plate. The slope of the
deflected surface is therefore very small and the square of the slope is a negligible quantity in
comparison with unity.

2. The midplane remains unstrained subsequent to bending.
3. Plane sections (mn) initially normal to the midsurface remain plane and normal to that surface after the

bending. This means that the vertical shear strains Yxz and Yyz are negligible. Hence, the deflection of

the plate is associated principally with bending strains. It is deduced therefore that the normal strain Sz
resulting from transverse loading may also be omitted.

4. The stress normal to the midplane, OZ. is small compared with the other stress components and may be
neglected. This supposition becomes unreliable in the vicinity of highly concentrated transverse loads.
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Figure 4.5 (a) A plate ofconstant thickness (b) part ofthe plate before and after deflection
[UGU99, p.73]

Consider the thin plate in figure 4.5 (a). The components of displacement at a point, occurring in the x, y
and z directions, are denoted by u,v and w respectively. We designate A(xa,Ya) to be an arbitrary point
on the midplane and we consider lateral loading only (figure 4.5 (b»

Taking assumption 3 into account, we can reduce Eqs. (4.7), (4.8), (4.10) and (4.11) to

aw
e =

x ax
av

e=-
x ay

au av
y =-+-=0

xy ay ax
Integrating Eq. (4.19d) gives:

(4.19a-f)

w=w(x,y)
and

(4.20)

aw aw
u =-z-+uo(x,y) =-z-ax ax (4.21a-b)

The latter reductionstep is a result of assumption 2, which implies that the values of u and v on the

midplane are zero: Uo =Vo =O. The expression for u is represented in figure 4.5(b) at section mn

passing through an arbitrary point A(Xa,ya). A similar illustration applies for v in the zy plane.
Substitution of Eqs. (4.21) into Eqs. (4.19a-c) yields:
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(4.22a-c)

If we take assumption 1 into account, we can rewrite these last expressions by involving the socalled
curvature of a plane. It is the reciprocal of the radius ofcurvature which will probably sound more
familiar:

~ = :x(~;)=Kx

:, = ~(~)=K,

r~ ~ :x(~)~K~

So in terms of curvature K, the strains are:

Cx =-ZKx cy=-ZKy r xy =-2ZKxy'

(4.23a-c)

(4.24a-c)

Stresses and strain resultants
Now that we have obtained a relation between strain and deflection (or curvature), we can involve stress
in it and eventually derive expressions for the stress resultants. Based, again, on assumption 3 we can

substitute Cz =ryz =rxz =0 in Eqs. (4.17) :

E
ax =--2 (Cx +vcy )

I-v
E (4.2Sa-c)

a y =--2 (Cy +vcx )
I-v

'rxy =Grxy
or

(4.26a-c)

Important to notice here, is that the stresses vanish at the midsurface and vary linearly over the thickness

of the plate. These stresses distributed over the thickness of the plate produce bending moments (Mx ,

My), twisting moments (Mxy) and vertical shear forces (Qx, Qy). All these moments and forces are per
unit distance. Referring to figure 4.6(a) we then have:

Similarly,

1/2 1/2zaxdydz =dy zaxdz =M xdy.
hl2 hl2

(4.27)
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and (4.28a-b)

II+-I-- dx --~I

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6 Stresses in the bottom halfand stress normal to the midplane ofa plate element
[UGU99, p.77]

Substituting Eqs. (4.26) into Eq. (4.28a) we derive the following fonnulas for the bending and twisting
moments in tenns of the curvatures and the deflection:

(4.29a-c)

where

E·h3

D=----:-
12(1- v 2

)

is the socalled flexural rigidity of the plate.

(4.30)

Variation of stress within a plate
The components of stress (and thus the stress resultants) generally vary from point to point in a loaded
plate. These variations are governed by the conditions ofequilibrium of statics. In figure 4.7 it is
illustrated how the stress resultants vary from face to face. Depicted is an element dxdy of the plate

subject to an uniformly distributed load per unit area p. We assume that inclusion of the plate weight, a

small quantity, in the load p cannot affect the accuracy of the result. Note also that, as the element is
very small, for the sake of simplicity the force and moment components may be considered to be
distributed uniformly over each face. In the figure they are shown by a single vector, representing the
mean values applied at the center of each face. Notice that the variation with position is expressed by a
truncated Taylor's expansion.
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Figure 4.7 Positive stress resultants and load on a plate element [UGU99, p.81]

The condition that the sum of the z-directed forces equal zero leads to

aQ aQ
_xdxdy +-_Y dxdy + pdxdy = 0ax ay

or

Likewise, the equilibrium of moments about the x and y axes are governed by, respectively

(4.31)

(4.32a-b)

Notice that products of infinitesimal terms, such as the moment of p and the moment due to the change

in Qx and Qy, have been omitted. Combining these two latter expressions into Eq. (4.31) finally leads to
the differential equation ofequilibrium for bending of thin plates:

(4.33)

Expressions for vertical shear forces Qx and Qy may now be written in terms of deflection w, from Eqs.
(4.32) together with Eqs. (4.29):
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(4.34a-b)

At this point, we also define the effective transverse force per unit distance for an edge parallel to the y
axis, Vx and for an edge parallel to the X axis, Vy (by including a twisting moment):

(4.35a-b)

Finally, when we combine Eq. (4.31) and Eqs. (4.34) we obtain the governing differential equation for
deflection ofthin, isotropic plates (which was first derived by Lagrange in 1811):

or

(4.36)

4.7 Adding dynamics to the differential equation

Until now, the considered plate was assumed to be in equilibrium. For a isotropic wavemedium, Eq.
(4.36) describes the equilibrium between transversal stresses on an infinitesimal plate element with
coordinates (x,y). However, when considering the dynamics of the plate, we should add one or two
terms to the differential equation:

(4.37)

The third term clearly accounts for the inertia and is necessary when analyzing the vibrations in or

waves through the tabletop. In this term, p is the density and h is the thickness of the tabletop. Notice,

again, that these terms represent stresses, that is, forces per unit area. The second term accounts for the
damping, with R being the damping coefficient. When the wave propagation would appear to be
dispersive, that is, the phase speed and damping are significantly dependent on frequency, then the
damping term should be included in the equation.

4.8 Boundary conditions

In the last sections we obtained a differential equation (Eq. (4.37» which describes the dynamics of a
thin, vibrating plate. When we would solve this DE, a general solution would be obtained and both
additional boundary conditions and initial values are needed to obtain an exact solution. In case of the
boundary conditions; two are needed at each edge of the plate. This may be a given deflection and slope,
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or force and moment, or some combination. In case of the initial values: before the impact occurs, the
table is in equilibrium. As we saw earlier, we neglect the deflection due to the weight of the tabletop and
as a consequence, both the deflection and the derivative of the deflection are zero, anywhere on the
tabletop.

How are boundary conditions defined? In general and in terms of travelling waves, a wave will not
deviate from its 'path' as long as the wave medium is homogeneous. However, when encountering an
other medium, the wave will partially reflect back into the medium and partially continue in the other
medium. This is because in general, the other medium has an other characteristic impedance, that will
not match the one of the first medium (also see figure 3.1).

In terms of the tabletop: the tabletop is modeled by a thin plate that is finite, that is, in this case it is
surrounded by a fluid: air. When encountering the fluid at an edge (boundary) of the plate, the wave will
not be able to pass on all of its energy and thus a part of the energy is reflected back into the table. An
other part is radiated as sound in the air and even another wave is generated that follows the edge. These
amounts are among other things dependent of the frequencies comprised by the wave, the mismatch
between the characteristic impedances of the two media and the angle at which the wave arrives at the
edge.

r-a --+V/.

._-_._._._._.

lz section

x

r- a -1
F'-'-'-'-'-'-'21~

L
r- a -1
F·_·_· ._.. '3-

x

L

o D
plan view

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.8 Three common edgeslboundaries: (a) Clamped (b) Simply supported (c) Free
[UGU99, p.86]

In figure 4.8, we see a few common edges that induce boundary conditions. In this figure we consider a

rectangular plate with its edges parallel to the x and y axes. The boundary conditions that we consider
apply along the edge x = a :

(4.38b)

(4.38c)(x =a)

(x =a).w=O,

Clamped,fixed or built-in edge: in this case both the deflection and slope must vanish. That is

w=0, aw =0 (x =a). (4.38a)ax
Simply supported edge: here the deflection and bending moment are both zero:

M = _D(aZw +v azwJ = 0
x axz ayz

Free edge: such an edge is free of moment and vertical shear force. Hence

(
aZw azwJ a3w a3w

M = -+v- =0 V =-+(2-v)--=0
x axz ayz ' x ax3 axayz

•

•

•
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In our case, the table has four free edges, but of course, the supports of the tabletop also induce boundary
conditions. Recalling figure 2.1, we see that the tabletop is supported by ten distance bushes. Because
the diameter of these bushes is small compared to the smallest wavelength involved, we will neglect it,

and assume the distance bushes to be points in the (x,y) space. However, the problem with these
distance bushes is: which boundary conditions apply to them? They cannot be fully modeled by clamped
points, nor by simply supported points, but somewhere between it. They will resist to both bending
moments and vertical shear forces, but it is not guaranteed that one of the above equations will fully
hold.

One way to deal with the distance bushes could be to look upon them as being simply supported and
account for additional bending moments and vertical shear forces. In this way, the distance bushes are
considered to be external point loads. Experiments should then lead to the conclusion, how much the
distance bushes resist to bending moments and vertical shear forces.

Furthermore, due to the (symmetric) placement of the distance bushes, we could think about a method
that divides the tabletop in rectangles. Any of the corners of these rectangles would then be either a free
corner (two free edges coming together) or a distance bush. In this way we could put focus on a few
particular rectangles to eventually derive an overall differential equation.

4.9 Developing a simulation model

In the previous sections we obtained a general differential equation (Eq. (4.37)) which describes the

deflection of the tabletop at any (x,y) coordinate: w(x,y). Dynamics were included and furthermore, a
possible solution of it should comply with the boundary conditions.

However, from earlier research it appears that an exact solution can practically not be found. Sometimes,
it makes sense to apply the socalled inverse method in which a (partial) solution is assumed, but in this
section, we only have to provide for a simulation model. To do so, we have to discretize this differential
equation as well as the boundary conditions. For this purpose we will use the socalledfinite differences
method which is simple, versatile and results in acceptable accuracy for most technical purposes. This in
contrast with the finite element method which requires a computer with considerable speed and storage
capacity. Literature used in this section can be found in [UGU99] and [GI097].

To discretize the differential equation (Eq. (4.37)), we first define a grid of nodal points on the tabletop
(figure 4.9).

n,m

1
g

T

Figure 4.9

'------------.x

Rectangular boundary divided into a square mesh
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In the following, we consider one particular nodal point (n,m) and its deflection W(x,Y)n.m. In the

following we will use wn,m in stead. We will use the integers nand m to index a node relative from the

middle of the tabletop: (0,0), n being in the x-direction and m in the y-direction.

First we will consider a one-dimensional deflection: w(x)n = wn. The finite difference expressions

may be obtained from the definition of the first derivative with respect to x:

(4.39)

When g is small enough and we use an increment & = g , the above expression represents an

approximation to the derivative given by:

(4.40)

From this we eventually have the following definitions:

• The first forward difference ofw at pointxn: .1wn = wn+1- wn "'" g .(~;)n (4.41a)

• Thefirstbackwarddifferenceofwatpointxn: 'Vwn =wn -wn_1 "",g{~;)n' (4.41b)

• The first central difference of W at point Xn: b'wn = ~ (wn+1 - Wn-I ) "'" g -(~;) n (4.41c)

From now on, we will only use the central differences, because they often result in more acurate
approximations than the former two.

In a similar way we can derive the higher-order derivatives and as a consequence we have:

• The second central difference of W at point xn:

~2 2 (a 2
W n )

U Wn = .1wn - .1wn_1 = Wn+1 - 2wn +Wn_1 "'" g . aX 2 n

• The third central difference of W at point xn:

8 3wn = 8(8 2wn) = b'wn+1 - 2b'wn +b'wn_1

1 ( ) 3 (a 3

wn )="2 wn+2 - 2wn+1+2wn_1 - wn- 2 "'" g . ax3 n

• The founh central difference of W at point xn:

8 4wn = 8 2 (8 2wn) = 8 2wn+1 - 28 2wn +8 2wn_1

~ W.'2 - 4w." +6w. - 4w._, +w._2 ~ g' -(a;;..1

(4.42a)

(4.42b)

(4.42c)
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The same procedure can be used in case of the function w(x,y) of two variables. Because the description
of the finite differences method is not the real issue here, we will only consider the final equations

(denoting n,m between parentheses). Considering point (x,Y)n and taking III = t1y = g (figure 4.9)

we have:

a4 w 1
-4 == -4 [wen +2,m)-4w(n + I,m) +6w(n,m) -4w(n -I,m) + wen - 2,m)]ax g

a4 w 1
-4 == -4 [w(n,m +2)-4w(n,m+ 1) +6w(n,m)-4w(n,m -1) +w(n,m- 2)]ay g

a4w 1
2 2 == -4 [wen +1,m+ 1) + w(n-1,m+ 1) + wen -I,m-I) + wen + I,m -1)ax ay g

+ 4w(n,m) - 2(w(n + I,m) + w(n,m +1) + wen -I,m) +w(n,m -1»]

An alternative to visualize these equations is to use coefficient patterns. In figure 4.10, the patterns for
Eqs. (4.43 a) and (4.43 c) are depicted with nodal point (n,m) in the middle. The pattern for Eq. (4.43b)

is similar to the one for Eq. (4.43a) only it is in the y-direction. The meaning of these patterns will be
obvious.

(4.43 a-c)

y

(a)

x

(b)

Figure 4.10 Coefficient patterns for the finite difference operators involved with
(a) Eq.(4.43a) and (b) Eq. (4.43c)

n 4 _ a4
2 a4 a4

When we combine these two according to v - ax 4 + ax 2()y2 + ay4 we obtain the operator,

depicted in figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11 Coefficient pattern/or the finite difference operators involved with Eq. (4.35)

So. we now have discretized the first tenn in Eq. (4.37) by multiplying above coefficients by D / l. To

discretize the other two tenns (which account for the dynamics), we have to define a sampleperiod ts and

apply two similar finite difference operators as in Eqs. (4.41c) and (4.42a). When we designate k to

represents the index of the current sample, that is t = k . t s • we get the following discrete versions of

the latter two terms in the left-hand of Eq. (4.37):

R.W=R.(aw) =R. Wk+I-Wk_1

at k 2ts

and .1_" _ .1_ (a
2
wJ _ .1_ wk+1 - 2wk + W k_1PHW - PH' - - PH' (4.44a-b)

at 2 t 2
k s

Notice that with k as an index, we talk about time samples; when nand m are not included as an index,

we consider the (n,m) nodal point.

The way we can simulate the waves through the tabletop now, is to make Wk+l explicit and compute the
following equation for every nodal point in the grid:

w(n,m,k + 1) =

( J-1 [ ( J ]R ph 2ph R ph D
-+- . p(n,m,k)+w(n,m,k)'-+w(n,m,k-1)' --- --·A
2t t 2 t 2 2t t 2 4

s s s ssg

with

A:= 20· w(n,m,k) -8· (w(n + 1,m,k) + w(n,m + 1.k) + wen -l,m,k) + w(n,m -l,k))

+ 2· (w(n + I,m + 1.k)+ wen -l,m+ 1,k) + wen -1,m-1,k) + wen + I,m -l,k))

+ wen + 2, m, k) + w(n, m + 2, k) + wen - 2, m, k) + w(n, m - 2, k)

The initial conditions are that the deflection and motion of every point on the tabletop is zero (on k=O).
Notice that again. we neglect the influence of gravity. By choosing wen, m,-l) = wen, m,l) and

w(n,m,O) =0 for all n=-Lx /2g ...Lx /2gand m=-Ly /2g ...Ly /2g wesatisfythese

(4.45)
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conditions. In this case, w(n, m, k +1) has to be made explicit for k=O. The rest of the samples can use

Eq. (4.45).

What do we have? We now have an explicit equation to simulate the deflection at any point on the grid.
When performing this simulation, it becomes obvious that the deflections together make up a
combination of circular travelling waves (circular, when we assume the tabletop to be isotropic, and the
source location to be a point in space). However, no boundary condition has yet been applied. When we
do not apply the boundary conditions, Eq. (4.45) simply describes the waves that originate directly from
the point source and propagate through an infinitely extending tabletop, without any support. This
assumes a tabletop without any boundaries, floating in the air on zero height (because, gravity is
neglected).

But when we want to define boundaries and analyze the reflections, the deflections also have to comply
with the discrete versions of the boundary conditions:

• At the site of boundaries or support, the deflections have to comply with the discretized
boundary conditions

• At all other points (thus not supported and no boundary), the deflections have to comply with
Eq. (4.45).

From a mathematical point of view, this can only be realized by the introduction of reflections: waves
that originate from the reactionforces at boundaries or support. On their selves they will comply with Eq.
(4.45), because they are the same as the direct waves; only their direction, phase and amplitude is
different, in order to comply with the boundary conditions.

The problem now is that, when we take along the boundary conditions, we cannot simulate the proces in
an explicit way. Considering the wave medium to be linear (like we do with Eq. (4.45) and the
discretized boundary conditions), this would result in an enormous matrix of implicit equations (for each
point on the grid), and this is just for one time sample.

Simulating the direct waves and the complex combination of reflection waves thus absorbs a lot of
processorpower and besides that, it is still difficult to model the ten distance bushes and determine all the
parameters that are involved with the general differential equation and the boundary conditions. Also, it
is not known how to model the exact force distribution which is induced at the site of the impact; as a
first attempt this could be done by considering the impact as a point in time (and thus, an impulse force)
, but the question is in what extent this would suffice.
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Chapter 5 Developing a simplified forward model

5.1 Introduction

As we saw in chapter 4, it appeared to be too difficult to develop a simulation model in the remaining
time that was available for it. Originally, it was the objective to develop this model and subsequently,
extract a simplified model from it. In this chapter we will consider such a simplified model and disregard
the development of the original simulation model. Again, providing for this simplified model is
necessary to be able to solve the inverse problem.

However, we will not designate the airpressure (input of the microphones) to be the output of the
simplified forward model. Again, we would need knowledge about the boundaries, sound radiation of
the tabletop and so on; the model would become too complex. In stead we will predict the socalled Time
OfArrival (TOA) of a travelling wave at any microphone. This definition will be given in the next
section. The input of the simplified model will be the source location and furthermore, the socalled time
of impact. The output will be the TOA for each microphone. The simplified model will not be
implemented explicitly by a Simulink model.

In the next section, a description will be given of the simplified model. To keep the model simple, a few
assumptions are made in the beginning. After that a space domain description of the source location and
the locations of the microphones are given, followed by a time domain description. After that, the
relation between these two domains will be explained, considering both an isotropic tabletop and an
orthotropic one. In the third section, two parameters of the model will be measured: the phase speed in
both the x and y direction. In the fourth section, we will consider the external disturbances that
contaminate the microphone signals and finally, the inverse problem is reformulated, because the
simplified model has an other output.

5.2 Describing the simplified model

5.2.1 Assumptions

Consider a simple set up of two microphones and a source (or impact). To keep the model simple, a few
assumptions will be made at this point:

1. The microphones are assumed to be placed just above the tabletop.
2. The microphones are assumed to be pointing towards the tabletop.
3. The microphones and source are assumed to be points in space: the last one being the source

location.
4. The collision of the ball with the tabletop is assumed to take up one single point in time: the time of

impact.

The reason for the first two assumptions was already given at the end of section 2.2: the far-field of the
sound field is difficult to analyze, so it is desirable to directly intercept the sound radiation from the
involved part of the tabletop. In a way, this is comparable with putting your ear at a tabletop to sense the
sound that is locally produced. The third assumption is justified by the dimensions of the microphones
and the contact area of the ball with the tabletop: the diameter of both the microphones and the contact
area, is less than a centimeter and negligible compared with the desirable accuracy of the estimated
source location. Besides that, the involved diameters are also negligible compared with the smallest
wavelength present in the waves. As we will see later on, the responses of the microphones to the impact
begin with a sharp peak which is relatively easy to locate in time, compared with the reflections that
follow. To measure 'a' time of impact, we will therefore make the fourth assumption.
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5.2.2 The space domain

In figure 5.1, a plan view of a part of the tabletop is depicted. In this figure, each microphone is
represented by an '0' and the source (location) by a 'X'. From this point on, any figure with geometrical
information will assume a plan view and will use the coordinate system (x, y) or (x, y). The reason for

this latter notation will become clear in the next section, but from now on, we will denote all variables
and parameters with a '-' on top of them, if their dimensions are in [m]. In the next section, the
alternative coordinate system (x,y) will be described: for now it is only important to know that the

(x,y) coordinate system is a horizontal and vertical scaled version of the original (x, y) coordinate

system. Their origins are both placed on the center of the tabletop, that is, where the two symmetry axes
intersect.

2 iii,

Figure 5.1 Plan view ofa simple setup ofa source (X) and two microphones (0)

Considering figure 5.1, let N be the number of microphones and let the microphones be indexed by

i =1, ... , N . In this case, N=2 and the microphones in the figure are labeled with their index.

Furthermore, let the (x, y) coordinates of a microphone i be represented by a vector

mj =(iii:, iii!)T and the (x, y) coordinates of the source by vector ii = (b x ,byr. When referring

to the location of the source or the microphones, we will make no difference between the terms
'coordinates' and 'vector', because they both represent the same (absolute) point in space. In the

following, we will for example talk about the 'coordinates of b '.

The distance between a microphone and the source (range) can now be defined as

(5.1)

where Iveel denotes the length of a vector vec (=norm(vec) in MATLAB). Furthermore, an important

parameter will tum out to be the range difference which is defined by:

(5.2)

5.2.3 The time domain

The description in the time domain is just as simple as in the space domain, but we have to make an
assumption here. In real, the waves through the tabletop will damp out a little bit, because of the energy
loss. This damping is directly related to the dampingterm in Eq. (4.37). If there would be no energy loss,
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that is R=O in this equation, then the puis-like waves would arrive at the microphones without a change
in their shape. This not only concerns their energy content, but also their 'phase speed'. In real however,
damping is inevitable and as a consequence, the phase speed (and damping) are dependent on frequency;
the high frequencies will arrive at the microphones sooner than the lower frequencies and thus, there will
be a change of shape. In other words, the wavemedium (the tabletop) is dispersive. This means that a
wave that begins as an 'impuls-like' puis, will maintain its shape near the source location and will
'stretch out' as it propagates away from the source location.

In our case we want to determine an unambiguous TOA (Time of Arrival) for each microphone: the
point in time when a wave arrives at a microphone. Clearly, the problem here is that each frequency has
its own TOA, considering its own, constant phase speed and the fixed distance between source location
and microphones (which are modeled as points in space). Still, in the following we will assume the
phase speed to be indepedent on frequency and assign a single TOA to a particular microphone (for each
impact). Inevitably, this gives rise to errors and the challenge here is to find an appropriate phase speed
v (v

x and V in the orthotropic case).

Figure 5.2 Two responses ofthe microphones to an impact

To define the parameters involved with the time domain, let us take a look at figure 5.2. Considering this
figure, we have the following definitions:

First, let the time of impact be tb. The waves are assumed to arrive at the microphones at respectively t]

and t2. In general, a wave arrives at microphone i at time ti. This point in time we will call the Time Of
Arrival (TOA).

Furthermore, we designate ri to be the Time Delay Of Arrival (TDOA):

(5.3)

Notice the chosen similarity with r,: , that has its dimension in [m]. r; however, has its dimension in [s]

and in the next section, we will relate these variables by a simple expression. Furthermore, notice that r;
will always be positive, due to causality.

A problem with Eq. (5.3) is that the exact time of impact tb is not known. The only information that we
have from the microphone signals are ti and tj. These points in time however, are on their own not very

meaningfull, for they are relative to some arbitrarily defined t=O, in our case the beginning of the
measurement. Excluding the exact responses of the microphones, the only significant property that we
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can measure from two microphones is the TOA at microphone 2, relative to the TOA at microphone 1.

Similar to djj , we therefore designate dij to be the Relative Time Delay Of Arrival (RTDOA)I:

(5.4)

Having this one parameter that we can measure and the two unknowns b x and bY, it will be obvious
that we would need an additional RTDOA, to be able to determine the unknowns.

5.2.4 The relation between the space- and time domain: isotropy VS. orthotropy

In this section, the space and time domain that were defined in the last section will be connected by
considering two cases. First we will assume the tabletop to be isotropic, that is, the waves propagate in
all directions with the same speed. In real however, the tabletop could be orthotropic, that is, the
wavespeed in the x direction differs from the wavespeed in the y direction. In the latter case, a small
adjustment is necessary to deal with this property.

Assuming the tabletop to be isotropic
Consider Eq. (5.1). Writing out the elements of the involved vectors, we have:

(5.5)

Assuming the waves to propagate with one wavespeed v (in any direction), we could rewrite this
expression in the time domain by:

(bx -v m,~ J2 + (b Y -v m,Y J2r='i=,
v

(5.6)

By defining the time domain analogue of the involved space coordinates to be b := b/v and

m j := iii j / v, we would get:

Notice that the elements of band mj have dimension [s]. In the following we will call them time

coordinates and they are relative to a (x,y) coordinate system. Furthermore, notice that this (x,y)
coordinate system can be derived from the (x, y) coordinate system by the same normalization.

Assuming the tabletop to be orthotropic
Now assume the tabletop to be orthotropic. This means that the waves do not propagate in a circular
manner but in an eliptic manner (figure 5.3(a)). As a consequence, we have to deal with two distinct
phase speeds: V and v. Eq. (5.6) now becomes:

I Notice that the Relative Time Delay Of Arrival (RTDOA) might as well be called the Relative Time Of
Arrival (RTOA). In the rest of the report, we will however use the term RTDOA.
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(5.8)

Nevertheless, we can still perfonn a nonnalization, that is needed to work in the time domain. Again, we
can use Eq. (5.7), but now with use of a normalization matrix:

o J-·blIv Y
and m. = (lIV X

I 0 (5.9)

The great advantage of this nonnalization is that we can now consider the tabletop to be isotropic by
transfonning the space coordinates of the microphones and the source in their time analogues by the
nonnalization matrix. This process is depicted in figure 5.3.

2 ID2

Y

L
(a)

y

L
(b)

Figure 5.3 (a) Space domain illustration ofthe set up (b) Time domain illustration ofthe set up

When working in the time domain, we would obtain the source location in time coordinates with an
appropriate method, and subsequently we would have to transfonn it back to its space coordinates by
multiplying with the inverse of the nonnalization matrix.

5.3 Measurement of.,x and V

5.3.1 Set up

In this section we will consider an approach to measure the phase speeds V and vY .At the same time, it
would become clear if the tabletop is isotropic or orthotropic.

In figure 5.4(a), a set up of source and microphones is depicted to measure the phase speeds. First a
measurement was perfonned with two microphones and a source (a bouncing ball) being in one line
parallel to the yaxis. The source should be placed as close as possible to microphone 1. The distance

between the two microphones was d l2 = 143 [cm].

The measurement was perfonned by using the electric circuit in figure 5.4(b), and a digital spectrum
analyzer, that could also be used as an oscilloscope. This device could remove the DC component from
the signals and by using a threshold in combination with a trigger, the sharp peaks in the reponses could
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be located in time, leading to the RTDOA d]2. Eventually, the phase speed J' could be obtained by-v Y =d12 / d 12 •

After this, the same measurement for the X-direction was performed, leading to)f (d12 =57 [cm]).

.....0 1

X?~< ~~~X

(a)

digital
oscilloscope
/ analyzer

(b)

Figure 5.4

5.3.2 Results

(a) Set up ofsource and microphones to measure )f and J' (b) Electronic circuit

The measurement of V
X

and J' was not really accurate and would probably not suffice when applying it
in the measuring system, because it was measured by using a threshold. To obtain an accurate result, the
complete responses should be used and not only the first sharp peak in the responses.

Unfortunately, no figure is available to show the exact reponses of the microphones, because an

spectrum analyzer was used, but the measurement gave the following result: V
X = 60606 [cm/s) and

v Y =72768 [cm/s).

However, we can conclude from this result, that the tabletop is definitely orthotropic. These phase
speeds will still be used in the measuring system as a first approach; when they would not suffice, the
measurement could be repeated, with another technique. Due to a lack of time, this was not done
anymore.

5.4 Modeling the external disturbances

Due to the same lack of time, the external noise sources were not modeled anymore. They originate from
sources like other computers in the direct environment, transformers in electric devices, striplighting at
the ceiling, possible spectators and so on. Also, the electric microphone circuit will contaminate the
wanted signals with noise.

From quick measurements, it appeared that the 50 Hz net frequency was clearly present in the
microphone signals, a frequency of about 1000 Hz seemed to originate from a monitor, and furthermore,
it was investigated if the sound originating from cooling ventilators in a computer would contaminate
the microphone signals. No practical conclusions were drawn however.
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With the exception of possible disturbance from spectators however, we could state at this point, that the
noise can be assumed statistically stationary, and hence bounded to certain limits. The noise level could
vary from microphone to microphone due to their distinct location.

Furthermore, we assume that air can be modeled as a linear waveguide, resulting in the assumption that
the airpressure originating from the external noise sources is additional to the airpressure originating
from the impact alone.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions of part I

This part I of the report has described an approach to develop a complex forward model of the tabletop
as a wavemedium and to develop a simplified forward model for it. The complex model should have
been able to predict the airpressure just above the table. With use of a simulation model we could then
provide for a means to test the measuring system.

• As an first attempt, microphones were to be used, because of their low costs. To be able to analyze
the vibrations of the tabletop at one particular point, the microphones should be placed just above
the tabletop and pointed towards it to directly intercept the sound that is radiated due to the
vibrations.

The complex forward model
To derive the complex model of the tabletop, the classical theory of homogeneous, isotropic, elastic, thin
plates was used (CPT). First a general approach was made by using the concept of 3-dimensional stress
and strain, involved with the 3-dimensional displacement of an infinitesimal element of the tabletop:
(u, v,w). After that, a few assumptions were made considering the CPT. It models the tabletop as a thin
plate, which is justified by the relative small thickness of the tabletop. Eventually, this theory led to the
governing differential equation for deflection, where only the transverse displacements (w) and the
transverse component of the loading (the impact) is considered. After that, terms were added to account
for the dynamics and finally, a description was given of the involved boundary conditions, considering
the table to be of finite dimensions and to be supported by ten distance bushes. Clearly, the edges could
be modeled as free edges, but is was not clear how to model the support by the distance bushes.

An exact solution for this diffential equation cannot be determined. A way to come to a (part of the)
solution is to use an inverse method, which assumes a structure for the solution. This can be done by
assuming a set of standing waves, each with its own resonance frequency and wave shape or by
assuming a set of travelling waves, each with its own magnitude, wavelength and phase speed. However,
the objective was to provide for a simulation model, which could be developed by directly discretizing
the differential equation and the boundary conditions. This was done, using the finite difference method.

• In deriving this simulation model, it appeared that the differential equation by itself can be
simulated by using one explicit discrete equation for each gridpoint. However, this would imply an
infinitely extending tabletop without support; when we want to simulate a tabletop of finite
dimensions with support, we have to include the discretized boundary conditions. This appeared to
be too difficult for the remainder of the available time, because eventually, a big matrix with
implicit equations had to be solved, for each time sample. Besides this problem, several unknown
parameters would have to be determined, like the exact boundary conditions involved with the
distance bushes and the loading p, which relates to the force distribution induced by the impact.

Due to a lack of time, the following tasks were therefore not considered anymore:

1:1 Deriving the governing differential equation for an orthotropic thin plate
1:1 Modeling the sound radiation regarding the vibrations of the tabletop
1:1 Modeling the external noise sources by a frequency analysis
1:1 Validating the complex forward simulation model
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The simplified forward model
To be able to solve the inverse problem, a simplified forward model had to be derived first. Originally,
this model should be extracted from the complex forward model, but because this complex model could
not be derived, an alternative simplified model was being proposed.

The simplified model considers both the source location and the time of impact at its inputs, and
predicts the involved TOA (Time Of Arrival) per microphone. Hence, it is focussed on the time that
waves need to arrive at the microphones. It assumes the source and microphones to be points in space
and the time of impact to be a point in time. Furthermore, it assumes the wavemedium to be non
dispersive, that is, one distinct TOA can be found per microphone. Because in real, the wavemedium is
dispersive, the measurement of the TOA's will contain errors.

• Despite the fact that the phase speeds V
X

and vY were not measured very accurately, it appeared that

the tabletop is orthotropic and that the waves travel with a speed of about 600 [m1s] in the x

direction and with about 730 [m1s] in the y-direction.
• The simplified model offers an easy method to handle the orthotropic nature of the wavemedium!

This is done by normalizing the source and microphone coordinates and tranforrning them from the
space to the time domain, which were defined in the description of the simplified model.

• No extended frequency analysis was being performed in finding a model of the external noise
sources; however, it made sense to assume the disturbances to be stationary and thus bounded by
certain limits.
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Part II

The inverse problem
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Chapter 7 Intro,duction

7.1 Reformulating the inverse problem

In this part II of the report, we will consider the inverse problem and the involved measuring system. It
is based on the simplified forward model that was described in chapter 5. This simplified model should
predict the TOA for each microphone. according to a given source location and time of impact. The
problem however, is that the simplified model does not comply with the original definition of the
forward problem. After all, the forward problem was to predict the airpressure just above the table,
according to a given source location and time of impact. Therefore, depite the fact that the inverse
problem was already formulated in the introduction in chapter 1, it has to be reformulated it in this
section, because it is directly related with the simplified forward model.

_._._~ SM II r-'~
(Simplified Model) (Inverse model)

~

t (TONs) ---.~

(0)

Forward problem Inverse problem

t e." =t+6.t

~ - - -. be." =b + 6.b

r------------ ...I _._._._~ I

I vector of length 2 i
I ~ I
: vector of length N :

i ~ I
I scalar :L ~

II
(Inverse model)

\

(b)

h
(Inverse
model)\

p(X,y,t)
(airpressure
just above the
tabletop)

Wave
medium

(unknown)

p,ix,y,t)------'
(external sources)

Figure 7.1 a) Defining block I] as being the 'inverse' ofSM b) Reconsidering the forward and
inverse problem

Consider figure 7.1(a), in which the simplified model is depicted as block SM. It assumes the

parameters iii! ,...,IiiN' V
X and v Y to be constant and considers Ii and tb as being inputs. First it

transforms the coordinates of the source location and the microphones to the time domain using Eq.
(5.9), and after that it computes the N TOA's at its output using Eqs. (5.3) and (5.7).

As we saw in section 5.2, the concept of the Time Of Arrival is not really solid. However, consider the

inverse model in figure 7.1(a), called h Regardless whether the output of SM is 'correct' or not, when
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IJ would be the 'inverse' of SM 1, it would regain the wanted band tb. From Eqs. (5.3), (5.7) and (5.9)
it seems that it is possible to determine this inverse, whether in an algebraic way or numerical. In the last
case, this inverse model would introduce a certain error, but it should be possible to reduce this error as
one pleases, by choosing smaller iteration steps.

In real however, we only have the microphone signals to our disposal. Figure 7.1 (b) represents the
original forward and inverse problem: the forward problem involved finding a model to predict the

airpressure just above the table, originating from the impact alone (the designated variable Ptb (x, y, t) )

and finding a model of the airpressure that originates from the external sources (the designated

variable Pd (x, y, t) ).The sum of these two variables is the designated variable p(x, y, t) . Finding this

model however, appeared to be too difficult and as a consequence, the wavemedium is stil1 represented
by a 'black box'.

Furthermore, the inverse problem involves finding a model to estimate band tb, on account of the
microphone signals. In the rest of the report, we will denote these estimated parameters by respectively

b est and tb,est • Also, the inverse problem included the placement of the microphones. Like we see in

figure 7.1(b), the same block IJ is used here as in figure 7.l(a). From this we can conclude that, ifblock

h would estimate the same TOA's t as the simplified model SM (from the microphones signals), block

IJ would find the correct source location and time of impact!

However, in real the TOA's estimated by h will inevitably contain errors (represented by the vector

~t ) and as a consequence, the estimated source location and time of impact will also contain an error

(~b and ~tb)' Notice that there is a certain 'sensitivity' involved with block IJ: dependent on its

implementation, the error~b , or better the absolute error I~bl ' will have a certain sensitivity to the

error in the TOA's: ~t . Notice that eventually, this error I~bl is important and that the performance of

the measuring system is mainly determined by this error.

The inverse problem can now be reformulated and divided into three tasks (in the right order):

1. Find the 'inverse' of block SM: IJ

2. Investigate the sensitivity of I~bl to ~t and reduce it whenever possible

3. Design block 12 according to the restrictions imposed on ~t ; these restrictions are the result of the

restriction on I~bl and the sensitivity of I~bl to ~t .

These three tasks should eventually lead to a implementation of the software part of the measuring
system in a Simulink model. At first this model should be used offline, that is, first the microphone
signals should be captured, before the actual model is executed. When this would work, the measuring
system should eventual1y be implemented as a real-time application, that is, the softwarepart of it should
be loaded into a DSP (Digital Signal Processor). In this report however, we will only consider the offline
version of the softwarepart of the measuring system.

At this point, we can formulate the questions to which an answer will be given in the conclusion of this
part II:

1 It is not really possible to use the term 'inverse', because the SM block is non-linear. However, we
speak about 'inverse' because together, they can be modeled as a gain 1.
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1. Which method is being used to implement block IJ and to what extent does it induce errors at its
output, when its input does not contain errors?

2. On which factors does the sensitivity of Idbl to dt depend, en how is this relation?

3. Which method is being used to reduce this sensitivity?
4. Which method is being used to implement block h and how are the TON s estimated?
5. How do errors exist in the estimated TONs?
6. In order to use the measuring system, which restrictions apply to a bouncing ball?

In the next section, a more detailed description is given of the measuring system, dividing it in a
software and hardware part.

7.2 The measuring system according to a global blockscheme

In this section, a possible blockscheme of the measuring system will be given in compliance with section
7.1. Identifying the several blocks by their input- and outputsignals, this section will provide for a
framework for further development of the system.

Consider figure 7.2 in which the blockscheme is depicted. Similar to the blockscheme in figure 7.I(b),
the figure divides te blockscheme into two parts; the left part being related to the forward problem and
the right being related to the inverse problem. On the left we have the wavemedium, represented by a
'black box', that is, in part I we failed to model this block. The right part is represented by, what we call,
the measuring system.

pix,y,t) (External sources)

best =b+~b..._._._._._._.-

r------------ ...
I _._._._~ I
I vector of length 2 I
I • I
: vector of length N :
I ~ I
I scalar :
,--------------'
r__------'A."---------..., r------------~-----------~~

Forward problem Inverse problem

Figure 7.2 Global blockscheme ofthe measuring system
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The input of the measuring system is the airpressurejust above the tabletop: p(x,y,t). Furthermore, the
measuring system consists of a hardware part (the three blocks above) and a software part (the three
blocks below). From now on, we will call the software part Impact identification, and this term will also
be used to name the involved Simulink model, which we will consider in chapter 10.

As we saw in chapter 5, the simplified model (SM) provided for a number of simple equations to relate

the TON s (represented by a vector t) to the source location b and the time of impact tb. So considering

the division of the inverse problem in blocks hand h we see that block II will be implemented by the

block called 'Sourceloc' and that block h will be implemented by the rest of the blocks in the measuring
system.

A short description of the several blocks will follow now. However, not all of these blocks were
implemented in this thesis.

The hardware part
1. 'Microphones+circuit': Measuring the airpressure just above the tabletop, each microphone induces

current, which is converted to a voltage by the microphone circuit. Having N microphones, each

microphone circuit provides a voltage. In figure 7.2, this is represented by an outputvector smc(t) of

length N. Notice that from now on, all thick arrows in the figure refer to vectors with length N.
2. 'Hardware prefilter' : Each microphone circuit is directly followed by an anti-aliasing filter to limit the

bandwidth of the microphone signal. Possibly, these anti-aliasing filters can each be combined with a
bandpass filter to minimize the influence of the external sources and the microphone noise on the
measurement. Again the output of the 'Hardware prefilter' block is represented by a vector of length N:
Shp(t).

3. 'AD convertor' : Each prefiltered microphone signal is sampled with a certain frequency and discretized
by a single AD convertor (using multi-plexing). The AD convertor induces errors by quantizing the
signals. The output is again a vector of length N: sad[k]. The AD convertor that was available for a
possible implementation comprises 5 inputs, each of 16 bits resolution, range -10/10 Volts and a
maximum sample frequency of about 30 kHz.

The software part
4. 'Software prefilter' : The sampled microphone signals are enhanced to remove any redundant

information left. In stead of in the 'Hardware prefilter' block, the bandpass filter could be implemented
here, when a high order is needed. The 'Software prefilter' is the only linear block in the software part of
the measuring system and provides an output sSP[k].

5. 'TOAE': This 'Time Of Arrival Estimation' block estimates the TOA at each microphone on account of
the sampled microphone signals. The output test represents a vector (length N) of the estimated TON s.

6. 'Sourceloc': At this point the necessary RTDONs are computed from the TONs, dependent on the set
of microphones to be used for the computation of its output. Being the outputblock of the measuring

system, this block outputs the estimated source location and the time of impact ( iiest and tb,est).
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Chapter 8 Source localization

8.1 Introduction

Objective
In this chapter we will consider the 'Sourceloc' block in the blockscheme in figure 7.2. Its main inputs

are the (estimated) TOA's or according to the blockscheme: test. Furthermore, the block needs vX
, V and

the coordinates of all microphones at its inputs (why these variables are taken along into the input will
be explained when describing the involved Simulink model). From these inputs it has to estimate the

source location ( best) and the time of impact (tb,esr).

Implementation
The 'Sourceloc' block will consist of three subblocks of which the 'SourceIoc3mics' will be the most
important. This subblock will estimate the source location on account of three microphones (a

microphone triple) which are already put into one particular order: (i,j,k): this order represents the order
in which the waves through the tabletop arrive at the microphones and the corresponding microphone

coordinates (iii i' iii j ,iiik) are part of the input of 'Sourceloc3mics'. Another two inputs are the

(estimated) RTDOA's dij and dik (being non-negative!) and they are precomputed with use of Eq.
(5.4). Because these two inputs are based on the time domain, 'SourceIoc3mics' will first transform the
microphone coordinates from the space to time domain and is thus based on the time domain. After the
source location is determined, it has to be transformed back to the space domain. The advantage of this
was given in section 5.2, where the simplified model was described. For the sake of this transformation

from and to the space domain, vX
and V are also two inputs of 'SourceIoc3mics'.

A second subblock of 'Sourceloc' is named 'SelecCtriple' and part of its functionality is to determine

the described order (i,j,k) and to compute the two involved RTDOA's dij and dik. 'SelecUriple' comes
into effect when more than three microphones are being used. The source localization is still performed
on account of one microphone triple and in this case, 'SelecCtriple' selects the most appropriate triple
on account of certain criteria. The third subblock of 'Sourceloc' is called 'Time_oCimpact' and involves
the computation of the time of impact. It is based on the earlier computed source location.

Furthermore, the 'Sourceloc' is to be executed one time per impact and as a consequence, it will be
equiped with a trigger block. The 'TOAE' block which we will consider in the next chapter, has to
provide for a signal that triggers 'Sourceloc' once all the TOA's are available for further processing.

Outline
In this chapter, the following subjects will come up: first we will consider a microphone pair, which
provides for one RTDOA. In section 8.3, the analysis will be extended to a set up of three microphones,
leading to the algorithm 'Sourceloc3mics'. Notice that most of the decribed coordinates in these two
sections are in the time domain (see section 5.2)! Furthermore, a number of three microphones
corresponds with two independent microphone pairs and provides for the two RTDOA's that are needed
to estimate the source location. However, due to the limited bandwidth and other causes, these estimated
RTDOA's will contain errors which lead to an error in the estimated source location. We could say that
there is a certain sensitivity involved; in what extent does the error in the source location depend on the
errors in the RTDOA's ? In section 8.4 we will state that this sensitivity can be decreased by using more
than three microphones. In this section the subblock 'Selecctriple' will be described which will appear
to be applicable for any number of microphones being used (three or more). And finally, in section 8.5,
all subblocks are connected to each other and implemented in a Simulink block.
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8.2 Using two microphones

8.2.1 Using a local (x/oe,y/oc) coordinate system

Let us first consider a simple set up of two microphones i and j (also called a dipole) with the

following local (Xloc , YloC> coordinates: (O,cij) and (0, -Ci), with Cij being a designated variable:

cij =1 m i - m j 1/2. Notice that Cij is always positive. This (Xloc , YloC> space is a rotated and

translated version of the (x,y) space, dependent on the coordinates of the two involved microphones. As
was stated in the first section of this chapter, we have two estimated RIDOA's at the input of
'Sourceloc'. By regarding the placement of the microphones in figure 8.1 and by considering Eqs. (5.4)
and (5.7), we can now state that the source location could have any (Xloc , Yloc) coordinate that satifies
the following equation:

Recall that dij is always positive, due to the choice of microphones i andj (see section 5.2). This

equation, having two unknowns, clearly relates Yloc to Xloc and it is desired to determine this relation
in an algebraic manner. Bringing one square root in (Eq. 8.1) to the other side and subsequently
squaring both sides leads to:

Rewriting the result again and squaring both sides leads to:

(
_2_Y_/o_C _c•.;;...j _ _d_ijJ2 =X/oc 2+ (Y/

oc
_ Cij)2.

dij 2

Expanding the left term and rewriting the result eventually leads to:

(8.3)

2
X/oc

4

d 2[ 2]= -.2...- 1+ x/oc

4 a 2

(8.4-a)

This last step can be made by observing the fact that SIGN(YloC>=SIGN(dij). Besides this, the rule that
dij is always positive, makes Yloc also a positive value. This relative simple equation shows that Yloc is a

symmetric function of Xloc , that Yloc equals d;j2 for Xloc =0 and that Yloc approaches the
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d.. IX Iasymptotes with slope i-'} for --.J!!£. » 1. The result can be seen in figure 8.1 as well as a
2a a

geometrical interpretation of variable a. Together with the curve that is defined by the function above,

two other dash-dotted curves are depicted, each belonging to a distinct value of dU(which, only for the

sake of this figure, are allowed to be negative). The reader might recognize the interference pattern that
is involved with such a dipole.

Yloc

---------'-----------------------

Xloc

........""'" "'" '" '" ""'"

Figure 8.1 Construction ofthe curve on which each point has an equal range difference dU=rrri

A special case is when dUequals 2eU (Eq. 8.4-a). In this case Xloe has to equal zero to keep Yloe finite
and the curve in figure 8.1 is reduced to a straight line:

(8.4·b)

8.2.2 Using the (x,y) coordinate system

While trying to find an explicit algebraic solution for the problem described in the last section, this
seemed to be impossible when using the (x,y) coordinate system. For that reason the local coordinate

system was introduced. However, eventually the coordinates of the source location are wanted in (x,y)
space, so we have to transform the (Xloe, Yloe) coordinates to (x,y) coordinates.

Considering figure 8.2 now, we can derive an expression for this mapping:

(X,y) =Oij +eZ ,x/oc +eij' Y/oc (8.5)
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Figure 8.2 Transformation from (Xloc , Yloc) coordinates to (x,y) coordinates

8.3 Using three microphones

8.3.1 Developing algorithm 'Sourceloc3mics'

Describing the problem
As was stated in the introduction of this chapter (section 8.1), we need at least three microphones to be
able to determine the source location. Such a microphonetriple provides for two independent RlDOA's
(as an input for the 'Sourceloc3mics' block) and as a consequence the two involved microphonepairs
each give rise to a curve on which the source must be located. That is, when the estimated RlDOA's do
not contain errors. In this section, we will assume the RlDOA's to be free from error and thus correct.
Having two curves, the source is obviously located at the point of intersection. Referring to figures 8.1
and 8.2, this would result in figure 8.3, which depicts a sample set up. Notice that in this figure, the
local Xloc axes of the three possible microphonepairs (the dotted lines) divide the tabletop in six area's
(not only the triangle which is formed by the microphones!). And furthermore, recall that the labelling of
the sensors with (iJ,k) is done according to the area in which the source is located. In this way, the

waves should always arrive at the microphones in order (i,j,k)

Although we have derived an explicit expression for Yloc in section 8.2, Eq. (8.4), it appears that is very
difficult (if not impossible) to compute the point of intersection in an algebraic way. For that reason we
will use a first order numerical method (Newton-Raphson) to do this.
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Figure 8.3 Sample set up ofa microphone triple (i,j,k) which gives two independent RTDOA 'so If there would

be no error in the measured RTDOA 's dij and di/" then the source would be located at the
intersection ofthe two involved curves.

Finding the source location with use of the Newton-Raphson method
Briefly spoken, the idea is to move over one curve with use of Eqs. (8.4) and (8.5) until encountering the
point of intersection. The choice of which curve to move over, is arbitrary when implementing an offline
version of the measuring system, because in this case the RIDOA's are all determined before computing
the point of intersection. For the sake of a possible online version however, we choose to move over the
curve which is inherent to the first range difference available. In this case, this would be the curve that is
inherent to dij, because the waves arrive at microphones i and j first. Of all three local coordinate

systems, only the one determined by, in this case, microphones i and j is used to make a guess of the
source location (figure 8.3).

However, there is one exception on the described rule which curve to follow: when dij would equal2cij

(Eq. (8.4-b)), the involved curve would be a straight line, representing a value XloC=O. Of course we can

'follow' such a line by incrementing Yloc, but then we should designate Yloc to be the state variable. To
keep the implementation easy (Xloc being the state variable), we will just choose the other involved curve

to follow. This involves an extra check on the validity of a=O (Eq. (8.4-b)). However, it could even be

possible that the other curve is also a straight line (having dik=2cik ). In this case the source location

would simply have the same coordinates as microphone i. Concluding, two extra checks on a=O

(involved with dij and dik) would avoid a possible 'division by zero' error by MATLAB when evaluating
Eq. (8.4-a).

Now, let bg[n] be the vector that represents the guess of the source location in the nth iteration, with a

given state variable xloc[n]. By using Eq. 8.4 this leads to Yloc[n] and with use of Eq. 8.5 this results

in the (x,y) coordinates of bg[n]= (b: [n], b; [n]). In this way, bg[n] is ensured to stay on the curve

that is inherent to dij. On his turn, vector bg[n] leads to a value of the designated function f;k (with

designated variables r g,k and r g,i) :

(8.6)
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So f;k can be considered a function ofx/oc . On the point of intersection, the guessed source location bg

should coincide with the real source location b, resulting in f;k=O (see Eqs. (5.4) and (5.7», so in the

ideal case, we would have to find a x/oc which results in f;k=O. Having X/oc as the state variable, the

updating ofx/oc is done by an iterative process, choosing an initial guess equal to zero:

(8.7)

in which n=O,1, .. . ,Niter refers to the nth iteration. The choice of Niter is to be determined when
validating the implementation in MATLAB (section 8.3.4). It will be dependent on the validity of

Ifik [n]1 ~ acmax ' with acmax the maximum allowed error inf;k[n]. When this equation holds, the

estimated source location best is set equal to the last guessed source location bg •

The only thing to do now, is to findf;k as a function of x/oc and the derivative of f;k to x/oc . First, given

the value of x/oc , the functionvaluef;k can be determined by successive evaluation of Eqs. (8.4), (8.5)

and (8.6). Secondly, the derivative of f;k to X/oc is given by:

= =
alk ab; afik abJ
--'--+--'--.
ab; ax/oc abJ ax/oc

(8.8)

By using Pythagoras' formula, we obtain from Eq. 8.6 :

afik _ b g -mk
ab g -Ib g - m k I

b g -mi rg •k r g •i

\bg -mil =M-Irg'il"
(8.9)

Being in the nth iteration, this derivative can be computed by using bg[n], that was already computed.

Furthermore, the derivative of bg to x/oc can easily be computed with use of respectively Eqs. (8.5)
and (8.4):

ab g ay/ d i; • x/oc--=e ~ +e y. •----.££... =e~ + e y. •----;=.'====:===a I) ') a I) I) 2~ 2 2x/oc x/oc 2a 1+ x /a/oc

where a 2 = I_m_i_~_m----=)'--I' _( d; )'

(8.10)

Notice that it is already assured, that a>O. Having these two derivatives, the derivative of .f;k to X/oc
can now be computed from Eq. (8.8), eventually leading to the updating of x/oc in Eq. (8.7).
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The algorithm according to a blockscheme
The preceding computations can now be summarized, leading to the blockscheme in figure 8.4.

Uslnq Equation:

(8.4)

(8.5)

(8.6)

(8.6)

Compute:
qt;,/ (8.9)
db, "

Compute: abo' (8.10)
aXJ~ "

Compute: (8.8)

(8.7)

Figure 8.4 Algorithm 'Sourceloc3mics'
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The possibility of two solutions
Unfortunately, under certain conditions it is possible that there exist two possible solutions for the source
location that is to be estimated. Consider figure 8.5(a) in which a simple set up of three microphones is
depicted. In figure 8.5(b) a close up ofthe dashed rectangle in figure 8.5(a) is depicted.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.5 (a) Simple set up in which a second solution exists when two 'outer asymptotes' intersect
(b) Close up of the dashed rectangle. showing the area in which the second solution must
be (the dashed polygon)

Given the two RlDOA's dij and dik , these give rise to the two curves depicted and like we saw in figure
8.1, each curve is bounded by two asymptotes. In figure 8.5(a) these two asymptotes are referred to as
'inner asymptote' or 'outer asymptote'. From this figure, it will be obvious that there are two possible
solutions, when the two outer asymptotes intersect. Or putting it in another way, consider the two curves
in figure 8.5(b). Regarding the two intersections of these curves, the source could be on each point of
intersection. In both cases it would give rise to the same two curves. The only information that we have
from the input of 'Sourceloc3mjcs' are the two RTDOA's dij and dik, and from this information we
cannot determine which point of intersection we should compute. So concluding, for every possible
microphone configuration, it is possible that there are two possible source locations and from the
information that we have we cannot determine which one is correct. That is, assuming that the tabletop
is extending infinitely.

A possible way to avoid a possible second solution is to observe the area in which the second solution
would be. Without further proof it will be stated here that one of the possible solutions is comprised by
an area bounded by the two outer asymptotes and, in this case, the two infinite lines through

microphones i andj and microphones i and k respectively. See (part of) this area in figure 8.5(b) that is
bounded by the dashed lines.

Furthermore, when we consider the tabletop to have finite dimensions in real, and when we want to
determine the considered area that is independent of the real source location, we can state that the
considered area is at least bounded by the infinite lines through the microphones and the tabletop itself.
At this point it will be stated that the numerical method (Eq. (8.7» of algorithm' Sourceloc3mics' will
only find the solution that is not in this area (first solution). Consider figure 8.6, in which a simple set up
of three microphones is depicted. Without having knowledge about the source location, we can state that
a possible second solution must be in one of the three shaded areas and furthermore this solution should
be within the edges of the tabletop (indicated by the black areas).
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Figure 8.6 Set up in which a possible second solution of the source location should be in one of the
three black areas. To avoid this, minimize the black areas by putting the microphones near
the edges.

One way to minimize the probability of a second solution is now obvious: place the microphones as
close as possible at the edges of the tabletop so as to minimize the black areas, regarding figure 8.6 as an
example. Using such a set up of one particular microphone triple, one should notice that the estimated
source location may not be correct in any of the black areas. Again, when the real source location is not
in the black areas, but gives rise to two possible solutions, algorithm 'Sourceloc3mics' will only find the
solution that is not in the black areas, that is, the correct one.

Finally, notice that the edges of the depicted black areas are already dealt with by performing two checks

on a=O. In this case, the source location should be on one of these edges and the two possible solutions
would coincide.

8.3.2 Developing algorithm 'Time_oCimpact'

The computation of the time of impact is rather simple, once the source location is known. From Eq.
(5.3), we have:

or (8.11)

Using Eg. (5.8), we can write this as:

The choice of choosing microphone k for this purpose is rather arbitrary.

(8.12)
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8.3.3 Implementing the algorithms in a MATLAB function

'Sourceloc3mics'
Now that we have derived the algorithm 'Sourceloc3mics', it is relatively easy to implement it in a
MATLAB function. From the contents of section 8.3.1, we can derive an appropriate function header for
the MATLAB function:

function b_est=Sourceloc3mics(input).

Pay attention to the following! In this MATLAB function, the output b_est refers to the estimated
source location, in space coordinates! This is because the - symbol is not available in MATLAB code.
The same is the case with the microphone coordinates at the input of 'Sourceloc3mics': as an input, they
are in space coordinates, after that they are transformed into time coordinates, then the desribed
algorithm is performed (figure 8.4) in the time domain and finally, the estimated source location is
transformed back to the space domain. From the context it should be obvious if variables are in the space
or time domain.

In the header, the input argument input is formed by muxing the following variables:

[vx vy dij dik mi mj mk tk].

The 'muxing' is necessary, because we eventually want to implement the MATLAB function using a
Simulink block, which requires a single input argument.

The first two arguments refer to the phase speeds involved with the two directions and are necessary to
perform the translation from space coordinates to time coordinates and vice versa. Arguments 3, ... ,7
refer to the RTDOA's and the microphone coordinates. Notice that the labeling of the microphones with

i,j and k has to be done before the call to Sourceloc3mics is made. The last argument is only
included for the computation of the time of impact and in this way, these two MATLAB functions can
share the same input (in Simulink). Finally, the function returns an estimated source location in b_est.

In Appendix A.2, figure AA, the MATLAB code of Sourceloc3mics (filename 'Sourceloc3mics.m')
is given. Although it is reasonably easy to understand the code (due to the references to the equations in
Section 8.3.1), a short description will be given:

1. First, the input argument is 'demuxed' into the separate variables.
2. After that, a transS2T matrix (transformation Space to Time coordinates) is formed and the

microphone coordinates are tranformed into time coordinates.
3. Then, the value for a (see Eq. (8.4-a» as well as a transformation matrix trans are computed by

IniCparameters . This transformation matrix is derived by rewriting Eq. (8.5) into:

[

X/OC 1 [x/oc10,]. Y~ =tran.<· Y~ . (8.13)

4. Then, the curve which to follow is determined by performing two checks on a=o.
5. Then, the described algorithm is performed, involving an initial guess and a loop for updating.
6. And finally, the estimated source location is transformed back into space coordinates.
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'Time_oCimpact'
The implementation of this algorithm involves a simple translation step ofEq. 8.12 to its MATLAB
equivalent. Using a MATLAB function Simulink block, the 'MATLAB function' parameter becomes:

u(13)-sqrt(sum(([1/u(3) 0;0 1/u(4)]*(u(1:2)-u(11:12))).A2)),

provided that the function uses the following input argument: [b_est vx vy dij dik mi mj mk tk].

8.3.4 Validating the MATLAB functions

Description
In this section, function Sourceloc3mics will be validated. In validating the function, we have to
provide for input variables that contain no error; any error in the output will then tell us something about
the correctness of the function.

To validate the function, we will therefore consider a grid of points across the tabletop and three
microphones; at each separate point, we will assume the source to be at the point, put the microphone

coordinates in the right order (mi,m j ,mk ), compute the RTDOA's dij ,dik ,call Sourceloc3mics
and compare the output with the pre-assumed source location. The computation of the order of the
microphone coordinates and the RTDOA' s is based on the same simplified model as the one on which
Sourceloc3mics is based (chapter 5). The exact MATLAB code of the validation function is given in
Appendix A,2, figure A,5 and the function header is the following:

function [x,y,error,maxerror]=validate_Sourceloc3mics(range_x_perc,no_x,m1,m2,m3,VX, vy)

Whereas the tabletop has a width of Lx=85 [em] and length of L y= 170 [em], we will first use a grid
that extends beyond these dimensions with a percentage of 150%. Furthermore, we have to make sure
that important points are also covered by the grid. Examples are: the intersection of the three local Xloc

axes (dij , d ik are both zero), the locations of the microphones ( dij ,dik are both maximal) and the lines

where one of the two RTDOA's is zero. The following input variables/parameters will be used:

range_x_perc=150
no_x=41
m1 =[-42.5;85]
m2=[-42.5;-85]
m3=[42.5;-85]
vx=60606
vx=72768

: percentage of the width (and length) of the tabletop to use for the grid
: number of gridpoints in the x-direction. no_y=2*no_x-1
: coordinates of the first microphone in [cm,cm]
: coordinates of the second microphone in [cm,cm]
: coordinates of the third microphone in [cm,cm]
: phase speed in the x-direction in [crn/s]
: phase speed in the y-direction in [crn/s]

Besides these input variables and parameters, there is another parameter to set. This parameter is not
comprised by the function call, because it is only used in this section to show the dependency of the
results on it and after this validation it has to be set as a constant. The involved parameter is eps_max
and can be set inside the code of •Sourceloc3mics.m'. It is a measure for to what extent the numerical
method should converge to an end solution and for the first two tests, this parameter is set to
eps_max=1e-5.

In the output, X and y are vectors which contain the x and y values of the gridpoints. The output variable
error is a matrix of size no_y*no_x and contains, for each gridpoint, the distance between the real and
estimated source location. The variable maxerror equals the maximum value of error.

After this we will perform the same test, only with range_x_perC=100.
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Finally, the relation between eps_max and maxerror is investigated by using a number of values for
eps_max. The used input variables/parameters remain the same as above. Also, the average
computation time per gridpoint will be denoted.

Results
In figure 8.7, the result of the first test is depicted. The figure is the direct result of executing
surf(x,y,error) and is expanded by a plot of the triangle which has the three microphones at its comers.
Notice that the involved area seems to be square; this is due to the different scales that are used.

What we see from this figure, is that the error is large at the same areas that were described in section
8.3.1 (also see figure 8.6). These errors are the result of the 'possible second solution' problem and
although they are not acceptable, this problem will not occur when we put the microphones at the edges
of the tabletop.

In figure 8.8, the result of the second test is depicted. Again, the triangle that connects the three
microphones is visible, a little bit lifted up though. Even though the exact pattern in the figure is not
really predictable, the maximum value appears to be acceptable: maxerror=2.0e-3 [em].

Performing the same test as the second one, but for several values for eps_max, we obtain the relation
between eps_max , maxerror and the average computation time per gridpoint (table 8.1).

Table 8.1 The relation between the extent to what the/unction converges, the accuracy and the
average computation time (jor one gridpoint)

eps max maxerror {em] avo computation time [ms]
le-3 l.7e-l 4.7
le-4 2.5e-2 4.9
le-5 2.0e-3 5.2
le-6 1.6e-4 5.3

From this table it can be concluded that the average computation time per gridpoint is not significant
dependent on eps_max , whereas the maximum error is allmost linear dependent on this parameter. In
the following we will set eps_max to le-5, which results in an acceptable maximum error of 0.02
[mm] (provided that the input variables are free from error).
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8.4 Using more than three microphones

8.4.1 Developing algorithm 'Select_triple'

In section 8.3, we saw that it is possible to determine the source location with use of three microphones
('Sourceloc3mics'). However, this estimate contains an error which is mostly dependent on the error in
the measured TOA's (de input arguments of 'Sourceloc3mics') and the source location itself.
Furthermore, it will appear that certain areas on the tabletop can be indicated to have a significant
distinct sensitivity on the error in these TOA's.
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Now, let us consider figure 8.9(a) which illustrates a plan view of the tabletop in which three
microphones are placed at the corners. Also six areas are showed, each represented with a row of three
indices: when an impact occurs at one particular area, the three indices refer to the order in which the
waves through the tabletop arrive at the microphones. So without using 'Sourceloc3mics', we can
directly tell from the measured TOA's, in which area the source must be located.
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Figure 8.9 The division ofthe tabletop in areas using (a) three microphones or (b) four microphones

An assumption that we make at this point is that 'Sourceloc3mics' exhibits less sensitivity in areas '213'
and '231' than in the other areas. This could be concluded when analyzing the equations in section 8.2
and the change of shape of a curve when the involved RTDOA is changed (figure 8.1). Notice that these
two areas '213' and '231' cover up a quarter of the total tabletop. In other words, when an impact occurs
in the other areas, the probability of an error in the estimated source location will be bigger here. This
assumption will be justified later, in section 10.3.4, where the result of an involved error analysis was
being described.

A solution to reduce the sensitivity at all areas is now to use more than three microphones. The idea

behind ,hi, thought i, that with N microphone<, we ha". ( ~) microphone triple< and we can choose

the triple which is the most suitable to determine the source location with (using 'Sourceloc3mics').

Consider figure 8.9(b) in which the tabletop is divided in areas in the same way as in figure 8.9(a), only
now using four microphones. Again, the indices refer to the order in which the waves arrive at the
involved microphones. The algorithm 'Selecctriple' now should comprise three tasks: 1) Determine in
which quarter of the tabletop the source must be located. This can be done by determining the minimum
TOA (and the involved microphone). The microphone triple to select is now simply represented by the
first three indices. 2) Determine the order (i,j,k) in which the waves arrive at the three involved

microphones to output respectively, mj, mj, mk. 3) Compute the RTDOA's dij and djk and output them.
Notice that the first task is cancelled when only three microphones are used.

In other words, algorithm 'Selecctriple' simply should determine the three smallest TOA's and their
indices are used to determine the outputvector [mj, mj, mk, dij, dikl In the next section we will
consider the exact MATLAB code.
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Furthennore, 'Selecctripie' should function independently of the number of microphones (greater than
or equal to three), or in other words, independent of the number of microphone triples. The method that
was described however, already complies with this aim.

8.4.2 Implementing the algorithm in a MATLAB function

Because 'Select_triple' feeds 'Sourceloc3mics' and 'Time_oCimpact' it has to output the input vector
of these two blocks. The function header now becomes:

function output=SelecCtriple(input)

where input is demuxed into:

[TOAs(1 :N) vx vy mics(1 :2N)] ,

where the microphone (space) coordinates are given by a row vector, that is,

[mIX ,m\Y,.•.,mNX,m NY] .The output is fonned by muxing the following variables:

[vx vy dij dik mi mj mk tk].

The code of this MATLAB function is given in appendix A.2, figure A.3. Due to its simplicity, the
validation of it will not be described here.

8.5 Combining the MATLAB functions into a Simulink model

Finally, the MATLAB functions can be combined into a Simulink model. This model is depicted in
figure 8.10 (also see appendix A.2, figure A.2).

Figure 8.10 Simulink block: /mpacCidentification_ofL4mics/ Source/oc

Considering a Simulink model for the first time in this report, we have to notice the distinct names of the

signals in the model; in stead of using the names of variables like best' the Simulink model will use

names that are also comprehensible without the definitions of the several variables. From the names
being used, it should be clear which variable is referred to. Furthennore, the trigger block will provide
for an external trigger input, which triggers the execution of Sourceloc (covering one sample in time).
It will trigger on the rising edge of a signal.
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Chapter 9 Time Of Arrival Estimation (TOAE)

9.1 Introduction

Objective
In this chapter we will consider the 'TOAE' block in the blockscheme in figure 7.2. Considering this

figure, the 'TOAE' block has to estimate the TOA's from a signal vector sad [k] at its input and

furthermore provide for a trigger event to tell the 'Sourceloc' block that all TOA's are determined. That
is, the TOA's that would be predicted by the simplified model in section 5.2. These estimated TOA's

make up the output of 'TOAE' and are denoted by the signal vector t es' which will contain a certain

error in contrast with the 'real' TOA's from the simplified model: 1. Again, it is not really correct to talk
about a single TOA (involved with a microphone) but we will assume that the simplified model provides
for the 'correct' TOA's.

Furthermore, 'TOAE' should be robust against the energy content of the bouncing ball and the distance
between its location and the microphones. Like we saw in section 5.2, this can be difficult, when the
waves through the tabletop suffer from dispersion. This effect is exhibited best when the waves have to
travel a relative long distance to the microphones. Finally, it should be possible to capture several
impacts after another. To take the example of a tabletennis game: in this case, the minimum time
between two succesive impacts could be about 2/3 seconds.

The 'TOAE' block is an important one. Like we saw in chapter 8, we can neglect the error that is
induced by 'Sourceloc', so the accuracy of the estimated source location is mainly dependent on the
performance of 'TOAE'. Naturally, the hardware and software prefilters in figure 7.2 can help to
enhance the microphone signals, but yet a small error in an estimated TOA could result in a relative
large error in the estimated source location.

Methods
Considering chapter 8, we should recall that only the RIDOA's are significant to determine the source
location and as a consequence, a mutual error in two of the estimated TOA's would not result in an error
in the involved RIDOA. So in fact, the 'TOAE' block could be designated to directly estimate any
RIDOA by analyzing the two involved microphone signals simultaneously. Techniques for this include
methods like the socalled General Cross-Correlation method (GCC) in combination with the phase
transform method (pHAT) [HUA2001]. The advantage of such methods is that several time samples can
be used for the computation of a RIDOA, an disadvantage would be that only that part of the
microphone signals in which no reflections are present yet, can be used. Furthermore, these kind of
methods need a significant part of the processor capacity when implementing the measuring system as a
realtime application.

In this chapter, we will (as a first attempt) use a simple method to estimate the seperate TOA's,
independent of each other. This seems to be necessary when developing a realtime version of the
measuring system. The described method uses a simple threshold and determines any TOA according to
the point in time where the involved microphone signal exceeds the threshold. A consequence of this is
that only the first part of the responses is considered, while ignoring the reflections that follow.
Furthermore, an attempt is made to make the estimate more or less robust against the energy content of
the bouncing ball. And finally, this block by itself will approve two succesive impacts to occur 200
milliseconds or more after another.

Implementation
The 'TOAE' block is a function that will be implemented by a Simulink model with use of the standard
Simulink library. In contrast with the 'Sourceloc' block (chapter 8), the 'TOAE' block will not be
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implemented by a MATLAB function, because it uses time information and needs memory for this
purpose. The 'Sourceloc' block on the other hand is a purely geometrical function that is evaluated in a
single simulation step. Considering this difference, the 'TOAE' block could be implemented with use of
a socalled ·s-function'. With a s-function, one could use states to capture several time samples that are
needed for the computation of a TOA. However, to be able to use the DSP for a possible real-time
measurement, we would need to implement the s-function in C, and besides that, the code of the s
function is not easy to understand. To maintain a well-ordered structure, we will therefore use the
standard library blocks to implement the 'TOAE' function. With this method however, we cannot
capture the signal for a few milliseconds to use it as a whole for the computation of the TOA: instead we
can only put a few time samples in memory for the computation and for each time sample we have to
include a memory block which delays the signal with one time sample.

Furthermore, it does not matter how many microphones are used, because the Simulink model can easily
be adapted when more or less microphones are needed. In this chapter however, and in the Simulink
model that has been developed, four microphones are being used. Each microphone signal is being
analyzed by its own block, that we will call 'TOAE_mic'. All the outputs of the 'TOAE_mic' blocks are
coupled together to make up the output of 'TOAE' and furthermore, these outputs are used to provide
for a trigger for the 'Sourceloc' block.

Outline
In the next section, the developing of algorithm 'TOAE' is described by first considering a single
'TOAE_mic' function and after that a description of how to couple several of these functions. The
description of a single 'TOAE_mic' function comprises a description of the input signal and what
happens when an impact occurs. Furthermore, the idea of using a threshold is discussed and how the
function can be split into several subfunctions. In section 9.3, the implementation of the 'TOAE'
algorithm in Simulink is given; again, by first considering the contents of the subblocks of TOAE_mic
(lowest level), then the connections between them (one level higher: the contents of TOAE_mic), and
finally, the connections between the four TOAE_mic blocks and the trigger mechanism (one level
higher: the contents of TOAE). Finally, in section 9.4, the TOAE block is validated on its correctness.
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9.2 Developing algorithm 'TOAE'

TOAE_mic
Let us first recall figure 5.2 in which a example of two microphone responses on an impact was
depicted. At this point, a few variables were defined and one of them was the Time Of Arrival (TOA).
Now let us take a look at figure 9.1 in which another example of a microphone response on an impact is
depicted (at a smaller scale).
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Figure 9.1 Example ofa microphone response on an impact. The two horizontal lines represent the
threshold (in this case, the magnitude ofthe threshold is 0.05).

The exact dimension of the y axis is not important here; the dimension of the time axis however is given
to give an impression of the response of a microphone to a bouncing ball (or impact). First of all, when
no impact has yet occured and the tabletop is in its equilibrium, only noise is present from external
sources like computers in the room and spectators. Like we saw in section 5.3, this noise is assumed to
be stationary and thus bounded by certain limits.

After a certain (dead) time period, the direct waves inside the table will arrive at a particular microphone
and the microphone will respond to this by a 'sharp' peak, as we can see from the figure. It has to be
remarked here that the microphone and thus the slope of the considered peak are limited to a certain
bandwidth. After the peak, reflections of the waves will arrive and eventually, the signal will damp out
by internal friction, energy loss to the floor, etcetera.

Furthermore, two lines are drawn in the figure that correspond to a threshold (in this case, the magnitude
of the threshold is 0.05). The concept of using a threshold involves choosing it large enough to comprise
the noiselevel, and small enough to capture both high-energy and low-energy impacts. One obvious
requirement to use this method is that the DC is first removed from the signal. This has to be done in
hardware, that is, with use of a simple capacitor in the microphone circuit. Or, when implementing the
measuring system as an offline system, the DC could be removed by substracting the mean of the signal
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from the signal itself. This is possible, when all the microphone signals are captured before the actual
execution of the measuring system (in Simulink).

In the Simulink model, two ways to determine an appropriate threshold will be available: the first way is
to use a threshold that is predefined by hand and the second way is to determine the threshold
automatically. This is done by considering the first second in which it is assumed that no impact will
occur. In this second the threshold is automatically determined by obtaining the maximum value of the
noise and subsequently choose a threshold that is a factor 1.3 above this maximum. This factor is
choosen rather arbitrary. Whereas it is possible that each microphone signal comprises its own noise
level (due to the placement of the involved microphone), we can determine a threshold for each
'TOAE_mic' block.

Once the signal passes through the threshold (either in a negative or positive sense), the TOA can be
detennined. Possibly, a number of previous time samples can be included in this computation. As a first
attempt, we will use the following method to do this computation: consider figure 9.2 in which a blow
up of the beginning of the peak is depicted. Notice that in this figure, the current and previous time
sample are indicated by as tn and tn-I, whereas in section 5.2 the TOA of microphone i was also denoted

by ti. In the following, this difference will be obvious from the context; if this is not the case, it will be
clearified.
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Figure 9.2 Computing the TOA at the beginning ofa peak, using a threshold of O. 05

Having a limited sample frequency, the signal exceeds the threshold at time tn. At this point
'TOAE_mic' will output the estimated TOA with use of the following equation:

t -t
TOA = t - S • n n-l

n n
sn - sn-l

(9.1)
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So in stead of simply taking In as being the TOA, we include an extra time sample in the computation.
An advantage of this method is that the computation of the TOA is more or less independent of the slope
of the peak. And thus of the energy content of the bouncing ball.

However, the slope of the peak is not merely dependent of the energy content of the signal. Due to the
dispersive nature of the 'wave medium', the peak will be less sharp when the direct waves have to travel
a longer distance from impact to microphone. This will result in an error in the estimated TOA. Other
sources of an error in the estimate include the limited bandwidth of a microphone, the limited sample
frequency and limited resolution of the AD convertor, the noise that is contaminating the signal, errors in
the model and so on.

Once the TOA is determined and passed onto the output of 'TOAE_mic' , the process of comparing the
signal with the threshold should stop for a while to assure that no new computation of the TOA is done
at the points in time where the residue of the response exceeds the threshold. In figure 9.1 we can see
that the residue of the signal exceeds the threshold at several points in time, but obviously, we are only
interested in the TOA of the direct waves. On the other hand, a new impact has to be captured by TOAE.
A possible solution is to output the first determined TOA and stop the measurement for a time period in
which no other impact is allowed to occur. For high-energy impacts, this time period should be about
200 msec. That is, when using this time period, there should be at least 200 msec between each impact.

Summarizing, we can describe the 'TOAE_mic' algorithm by a number of subfunctions:

1. 'Compute threshold': pass on a manual determined threshold, or compute one by considering the
noise level in the first second of the input signal.

2. 'Compare with threshold': compare the signal with the threshold and generate a trigger when the
signal exceeds this threshold (either in negative or positive sense)

3. 'Compute TOA ': this includes the actual computation of the TOA, using the current and previous
time sample (Eq. (9.1)).

4. 'Pass on trigger event and hold': the computed TOA is passed onto the output by a trigger and held
there. This block includes an initial value that is output if no trigger has yet occured.

5. 'Wait 200msec before resetting': once the signal exceeds the threshold, the 'TOAE_mic' block
should hold the computed TOA for at least 200 msec, to assure that the estimate is not 'overruled'
by another trigger. Only after this 200 msec, another impact can be expected.

TOAE
The 'TOAE' block includes a 'TOAE_mic' for each microphone signal. Furthermore, a triggersignal has
to be prepared for the 'Sourceloc' block, when all TOA's are ready for further processing. The block
that provides for this trigger signal will only be described in the next section, in which the
implementation of TOA is described.

9.3 Implementing 'TOAE' in a Simulink block

In this section, we will consider the implementation of 'TOAE' in Simulink. First of all, we consider the
'TOAE_mic' algorithm. According to the subfunctions in the previous section, we have to implement
the following Simulink blocks.

Compute threshold
Before we can use a threshold, we have to determine one. Consider the implemented Simulink model in
figure 9.3. Two modi are possible:

• mode=O: in this case the manual determined threshold (th man) is passed onto the output (th).
• mOde=1: in this case the automatically determined threshold is passed on.
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The automatically determined threshold is computed in the first second of the input signal (sig). With
two step blocks (step and step1), a signal is created that equals 1 for the first second of the
simulation and 0 for the remainder of the simulation. This signal enables the Determine max signal
block to determine the maximum of the (absolute) noise during this second (see figure 9.4). The output
of the Determine max signal block is multiplied by a rather arbitrarily chosen factor 1.3 and the falling
edge of the one-second during control signal triggers the Pass on trigger event and hold block to
pass the found maximum to the output and hold it until a new trigger event occurs.

Step1

2

th man

Determine
max signal

th 1---------1~

Pass on
trigger event

and hold

Switch

Figure 9.3 Simulink block: TOAEITOAE_miciCompute threshold

QTI
Enable

sig MinMax
Memory

Figure 9.4 Simulink block: TOAEITOAE_miciCompute threshold/Determine max signal

Compare with threshold
This block simply takes the absolute value of the incoming signal and compares it with the (positive)
threshold (see figure 9.5).

2

th

Trigger

Figure 9.5 Simulink block: TOAElTOAE_mic/Compare with threshold
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ComputeTOA
To compute the TOA, Eq. (9.1) has to be implemented in Simulink blocks. The Compute TOA block
is given in figure 9.6 together with a number of added variables to clearify the connection with the
involved equation. To prevent a 'division by zero' warning of MATLAB, an extra section (in the middle

of the figure) is added. Whenever S n - S n-l = 0 , a value of 1 is added. This does not matter for the

computation, because the computation is only significant when the Compare with threshold block

gives a trigger to pass the computed TOA to the output. When sn - sn-l =0 holds, the signal is not

exceeding the threshold, and no triggering will occur anyway.

sig

t--------------1~X

Figure 9.6 Simulink block: TOAEITOAE_miciCompute TOA

Pass on trigger event and hold
The name of the block speaks for itself. This block is the same one as the one in figure 9.3 with the
exception that the block is triggered by a rising edge of the control signal in stead of a falling edge.

Wait 200msec before resetting
This block simply compares the current simulation time (given by ClOCk) with the computed TOA.
Whenever the difference between them is more than 200 msec, the Enable signal is set. See figure 9.7.
This block works in combination with a D-Iatch block that uses the Enable signal to pass on the
trigger signal from the Compare with threshold block.

Figure 9.7 Simulink block: TOAEITOAE_mic/Wait 200msec before resetting
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TOAE_mic
Combining the described blocks, we obtain the TOAE_mic block in figure 9.8.

o Latch

1-----+10 ar------,

Compute threshold ~---~sig

TOAl-----+--------JooITOA TOAI------r---J>< 1
L}---------r----+!CloOk TOA

Clock Compute
TOA

Wait 200msec
before resitting Pass on

'------ac---'r---' trigger event
and hold

Figure 9.8 Simulink block: TOAEITOAE_mic

An important issue in this model is that it is possible to set an initial value for each socalled
'conditionally executed subsystem'. In this model we will set the initial output of the Pass on trigger
event and hold block to zero. Logically, the Wait 200msec before resetting block will set the
Enable signal to 1,200 msec after the begin of the simulation. From this moment on, the D-Iatch
block will pass on a possible trigger event to the Pass on trigger event and hold block and only on
the rising edge of this signal, this block will pass on the computed TOA to the output and hold it, until
another trigger event occurs. Once the output of this block changes its value to the current TOA, the
Wait 200msec before resetting block will output a zero, and the D-Iatch block will stop passing
on possible trigger events. Only after 200 msec, the Enable signal is set back to 1 and the whole
process starts again.

TOAE
With the TOAE_mic blocks, we can form the TOAE block like in figure 9.9(b). Figure 9.9(a)
represents the same block, only one level higher. It is masked which means that double clicking on it,
gives a dialog window in which certain parameters can be edited. In this case, the Mode parameter
(figure 9.3) can be set on Automatic threshold or Manual threshold (this is translated to a 1 or 0).

In figure 9.9(b), the individual signals are extracted from a vector signal called Mic signals. The
TOA's are converted back to the outputsignal TOA's. Notice that it is very easy to add extra
TOAE_mic blocks when more than four microphones are used. The section to the right of the Mux
block prepares the trigger for the Sourceloc block. Having an intial value of zeros(N,1) (N being the
number of microphones) for both the Pass on trigger event and hold block and TOA's , we have
the following process: in the beginning of the simulation, the AND block will output 0 and the Pass
on trigger event and hold block is disabled. This state is not altered, until there is a new impact and
all of the TOA's are updated (to a new value). Only when all TOA's differ from their original value, the
AND block outputs an 1, and at the same time the new TOA values are passed on through the Pass on
trigger event and hold block. This process will be illustrated in section 9.4 , when we will validate
the TOAE block.
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Figure 9.9 a) The masked Simulink block: TOAE and b) its contents

9.4 Validating the TOAE block

In this section, we will validate the TOAE block on its correctness. First we consider a single
TOAE_mic block (figure 9.8) and after that we validate the (sub)system in figure 9.9(b) that provides
for the trigger.

9.4.1 Description of the tests

TOAE mic
We will validate all the involved subfunctions and their connections by two tests. The first test validates
the subfuctions including the function that automatically determines the threshold. The second test is just
intended to validate the handling of a manual threshold. The block is fed by the input signal in figure
9.10. It consists of the sampled response of one particular microphone on two succesive impacts from
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which the first one has more energy than the second one. The signal is sampled with a frequency of
22050 Hz. Furthermore, the signal is disturbed, in which the 50 Hz component is the most significant.
For the sake of the automatic computation of the threshold, the first impact occurs only after about 1.4
(>1) seconds. Again, the dimension of the microphone signal is not important here, because it is
normalized; the dimension of the time axis however, is in seconds.
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Figure 9.10 Validating: The input signal of TOAE_mic

The trigger mechanism
To validate the trigger mechanism, we simply use a number of step signals to represent the TOA's,
assuming that the TOAE_mic block has already been validated (figure 9.9). Two impacts are
simulated, each represented by four step signals with time delays between them. Having these time
delays, the trigger mechanism should trigger on the last of the four step signals. The original signals are
depicted in figure 9.13, at which point the results of the validation are given.

9.4.2 Results of the tests

TOAE mic
Using an automatic computation of the threshold
First of all, take a look at figure 9.11, in which a few important signals are depicted.
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Figure 9.11 Results ofthe validation.Signals (referring to figure 9.8):
1) sig: the input signal (figure 9.10) 2) Clock
3) C /Enable: input ofD Latch 4) Q /Trigger: output ofD Latch
5) TOA: the output signal

First of all, we have the input signal on a smaller scale (1) and the clock signal is depicted to clearify the
output signal (5). Furthermore, there are two control signals depicted (3 and 4) to show some internal
states of the system: as expected, the C input of the D Latch (3) is set from 0 to 1,200 msec after the
begin of the simulation. As an impact occurs and the input signal exceeds the threshold, the Q output of
the D Latch is set to I (4), the computed TOA is passed onto the output (5) and the D Latch is
disabled for 200 msec (3). After this 200 msec, the C input of the D Latch (3) is set to 1 again,
enabling the D Latch and the the Q output of the D Latch (4) is reset again, because the second
impact is still more than a second away. At the time of the second impact, we see that this process starts
again.

Furthermore, we have to validate the Computing threshold block. In figure 9.12, a blow up of the
first 1.4 seconds of the simulation is depicted. We can see that, in the first second of the simulation, the
maximum of the (noise) signal is determined and that after this second the computed threshold is kept
constant. From this moment on, the threshold is passed onto the output with a gain of 1.3 (signal 4). The
initial value of signal 4 (the threshold at the output) is set at a high value to prevent any triggering on the
noise. Because of this, the system will not trigger on any impact that occurs in this first second. Whereas
in real, the absolute signal is taken to determine the (positive) threshold, in the figure the original signal
is depicted, together with the positive threshold and its negative version.
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Figure 9.12 Automatic threshold computation (referring to figure 9.3 and 9.8):
1) sig: the input signal (figure 9.10)
2) th/1.3
3) - th /1.3
4) th: the final threshold is computed after 1 second; the initial value
for this threshold is a high value to prevent triggering on the noise

Finally. let us take a look at a blow up of the moment of triggering. that is. when the first impact occurs
(figure 9.13). This figure is very similar to figure 9.2. in which the computation of the TOA was

illustrated. From figure 9.13, we see that the moment of triggering is indeed at time tn. that is, the sample
where the signal exceeds the threshold. Furthermore, the computed TOA differs a little from the moment

of triggering (TOA "* tn); when we would extract the exact values of the depicted variables and when

we would use Eg. 9.1. we should obtain TOA = 1.40797 sec. Again. the TOAE block performs

correct on this point: we will get the same value for TOA. when we extract the exact value from the first
step in figure 9.11 (signal 5).

Using the manual threshold
When we choose to use a manual threshold. that is mode=O. the Compute threshold block appears
to output this threshold correctly.
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Figure 9.13 The moment oftriggering and the computation of TO~ (referring to figure 9.6 and 9.8):
1) sig: the input signal (figure 9.10)
2) TOA: the output signal
3) th: the threshold
4) -th

The trigger mechanism
In figure 9.14, the result of the validation of the trigger mechanism is given, together with the TOA's
signal (width 4). As we can see, the trigger mechanism performs correct: at each simulated impact, the
triggering occurs at the last of the four steps. This trigger signal is wide enough to trigger the
Sourceloc block, because this block only reacts on the rising edge of the trigger signal.
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Figure 9.14 The trigger mechanism (referring to figure 9.9)
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Chapter 10 Impact identification

10.1

10.2

Introduction

This chapter is concerned with a general description of the 'Impact identification' part in the
blockscheme of figure 7.2. It gives a desription of the implementation of an offline version of 'Impact
identification' in a Simulink model, assuming four microphones. It comprises the coupling of
'Sourceloc' and 'TOAE' which were decribed in chapters 8 and 9. As was stated before, the software
prefilter of figure 7.2 was not implemented anymore.

After this description, an error analysis is considered in which the sensitivity of I~bl to ~t is

examined. This was necessary as a framework to develop the hardware part of the measuring system, but
due to a lack of time, this development was not considered anymore.

Implementing 'Impact identification' in Simulink

The implementation is quite easy to develop, once we have the 'Sourceloc' and 'TOAE' blocks. In
figure 10.1, we see the Simulink modellmpacUdentification_off_4mics. Its name contains
important aspects of the implementation: the model works offline, that is, it is not loaded into a DSP for
the sake of a real-time measurement. It has to be simulated in Simulink and its input is to be predefined
at the MATLAB prompt in: mic_signals. (see also appendix A.I, figure A.I)

3.:5e·3 f---------l~th man

Threshold

Prefilter TOAE

Trigger1---------,

TOAs 1----IMTOAs

Souroe looillion 1-_._--+1

To Wolkspaoe

(60606 12168)

Vx, Vy

f--------1I>l\h:. V'f
XY Graph

lime of Impact .___----Joi
Mo ooordinilles f--------1I>lIMo ooordinilles

Mic coordinates

Saureelac

Figure 10.1 ImpacCidentification_ofC4mics

To Wolkspaoe1

Important to notice is that the microphone coordinates and the two phase speeds Vx and Vy are modeled
as constant blocks. In stead of being defined in Sourceloc self, they are designated as inputs. This
would enable the development of a possible function in which these parameters are automatically
determined.
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10.3

Furhermore, the Prefilter block is also comprised by the model, but modeled as a gain 1. The figure
only shows where the prefilter should be placed in the model.

Finally, notice again that Sourceloc is equiped with a trigger input: this is because this block only has
to execute once per impact. This in contrast with TOAE, which is executed every time sample. Only
when all TOA's have changed, TOAE gives a trigger signal to Source/oc.

Considering the sensitivity of I~bl to ~t : an error analysis

10.3.1 Motivation

Until so far, only the blocks 'Sourceloc' and 'TOAE' in figure 7.2 have been developed. The 'Hardware
prefilter' and 'Software prefilter' blocks were intended to enhance the microphone signals and with use
of these blocks, the 'TOAE' block should minimize the error in the TOA's: ~t . Its performance
depends on the combination of the threshold with the main equation, but the exact dependency is still not
known.

One cause of errors for example, is the dispersion that is involved with wave propagation: as the distance
between source and microphone is larger, the shape of the 'impuls-like' wave becomes more distorted
and the initial peak in the response will lose its 'sharpness'. Because of this, a TOA is difficult to

determine and will even lose its meaning. But how ~t relates to the dispersion is not known. This
relation should have become clear with use of the complex forward model, but unfortunately, this model
was too difficult to implement. Furthermore, it is not even known how the errors in the estimated TOA's
relate to the unwanted frequencies in the microphone signals and other sources, so it was difficult to
formulate exact specifications for the 'Hardware prefilter' and 'Software prefilter' blocks.

Anyhow, to know how to implement the prefilters and possibly an alternative method to determine the
TOA's, we at least need to know what error in ~t is still acceptable. Eventually, the only important

variable is the absolute error in the source location I~bl so it makes sense to investigate the relation

between I~bl and ~t ,or in other words, the sensitivity of I~bl to ~t . Important to know, from the

'Selecctriple' block in chapter 8, it already appeared that this sensitivity can be reduced under certain
circumstances, when using more than three microphones. So, besides enhancing the microphone signals,
another method to improve the measurement is to reduce this sensitivity!

10.3.2 Investigating the sensitivity for one given source location

Assume we have a set up of three microphones mj ,m j and mk (that are already put in the right

order) and an impact on a certain point in time with its location at b . In the ideal case we would

estimate three TOA's ti, tj, and tk from the microphone signals which, using d jj = t j - t j and

d jk =tk - t j , eventually lead to the wanted busing 'Sourceloc3mics'. In real however, the estimated

TOA's inevitably contain errors (t est =t + ~t ) and eventually this results in an error in

best =b+~b.

In this section, we will not consider the exact relation between these input and output errors, because we
would have to use Probability Density Functions (PDF) to account for the way, in which errors occur in
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the TOA's; a good alternative however is to consider the bounds on these errors, that is, the maximum
error.

Assume that the maximum error in the estimated TOA's is ~tmax and assume that this maximum holds

for every element in ~t. This means that a single estimated TOA ti,est could have every value between

ti - ~tmax and t i + ~tmax' regardless of the exact probability of those values.

In this section, we will consider an approach to derive the maximum error in the estimated source

location (I~blmax ) as a function of ~tmax and furthermore of course, the source location, the location

of the microphones and the two phase speeds V
X

and V. For this analysis these latter two parameters are
assumed to be correct. that is, the possible error in them is neglected!

When considering the two involved RTDOA's. we then have ~dij = ~t j - ~ti and

M ik = ~tk - Mi . Having IMi I~ ~tmax' I~t j I~ M max ' I~t k I~ ~tmax ' we then come to figure

ID.2, in which a point (~dij' ~dik) can be anywhere within the polygon with six comers.

211t....

I
I

Ill.... I
----f---

I
I
lilt.... 211t.... A ..1

-~'--:-_-t---+---4---+--. ilLl ij
- 211t....

Figure 10.2 The mapping between all possible ~t and all possible (~dij' ~dik) couples

Now, first define ~d := (~d ij , ~d ik )T • Consider the following equation in which the designated

function f M (~b) relates ~d to the error in the source location (all the involved vectors being in the

time domain!), with use ofEqs. (5.4) and (5.7):

(10.1)
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Now assume the estimated source location best to contain a error I~bl ;this means that best could be

anywhere on the circle in figure 10.3.

-+------1~---++x

Figure 10.3 A visualization ofthe relation between best and b

When we use

~b =I~bl' (cos(qJ),sin(qJ)y, (10.2)

transform it to the time domain and evaluate Eq. (10.1) we can visualize the relation between ~b and

~d.
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Figure 10.4 Visualization ofthe relation between ~b and ~d.
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- -Figure 10.4 refers to the mapping from the designated ('!:J.b x , '!:J.b Y ) space to the designated

('!:J.d jj , 'M ik ) space in general and to the mapping from the circle to the 'ellipse-like' shape in

- -
particular. Important to notice is that the circle is described in the ('!:J.b x, '!:J.b Y ) space and the 'ellipse'

in the ('!:J.d ij , '!:J.d ik ) space. Furthermore, these two spaces can not be compared easily: points 1,2,3,4

for example correspond with points l' ,2' ,3' ,4'. (0,0) in the one space however. corresponds with (0,0) in
the other space, because no error is present there.

Furthermore, the shape of the 'ellipse' changes with the source location b ; it can become very narrow
near the microphones and even change of 'direction'. However, it is always closed and encloses an area
that corresponds with the area enclosed by the circle; also, the 'ellipse' will shrink around the origin as

the radius of the circle becomes smaller. Notice again, that every 'ellipse' corresponds with a l!:J.bl and

vice versa.

The next step is now to link the 'ellipse' with the six-comer polygon of figure 10.2. Recall that a certain

!:J.t max corresponds with such a polygon. Given this !:J.t max ' we now want to find the 'ellipse' that

'touches' the polygon in one of the corners (figure 10.5). Without proof it will be stated, that this always
happens in one of the six corners of the polygon. Which comer however, is not obvious, because the
'ellipse-like' shape is not symmetric in general.

o ---+ '/),.d., '/)"b x
y

Figure 10.5 Obtaining l!:J.bl by finding the 'ellipse' that touches the six-corner polygon in one
max

corner. This 'ellipse' should enclose the entire polygon

The algorithm to find l!:J.bl now, is the following:
max
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1. Transfonn the coordinates of ill; ,m j and mk (that are already put in the right order) and b from

the space to time domain.

2. Find the corresponding RlDOA's dij and d ik with use ofEqs. (5.4) and (5.7).

3. Call 'Sourceloc3mics' for all six corners of the polygon (figure 10.2), using dij + t:.dij and

d ik + t:.d ik as its inputs -7 (ij e.-I ,I ,b eSI.2' beSI.3' besl,4' beSI.S' beSI,6)

4. Subtract the original bfrom all the source locations found by 'Sourceloc3mics' -7

(t:.b l ' t:.b 2 , t:.b3 , t:.b4' t:.bs , t:.b 6 ) .

5. The maximum error in the source location is now:

It:.bl max =max(t:.b, ,t:.b 2 , t:.b 3 , t:.b4' t:.bs' t:.b 6 ) •

At this point it has to be noticed, that this algorithm is not valid, when the errors Mij and M ik would

give rise to an other order of the microphones (i,j,k) ! Therefore the algorithm will not be reliable in the
vicinity of places where one of the two involved RlDOA's dij and dik is zero. Furthennore, the given
source location should not be in one of the areas, depicted by figures 8.5 and 8.6, considering a possible
second solution.

The described algorithm is implemented by a MATLAB function Error_t2b_one_b and is given in
appendix B, figure B.2. Its function header is

in which the input and output parameters will speak for themselves. The only thing to notice at this
point, is that the coordinates in the input are all in the space domain.

Notice that it is also possible to derive t:.tmax from a given It:.blmax :this is done by using a numerical

method on account of Eq. (10.1), using the time coordinates of t:.b in Eq. (10.2). We then have a

function f M (rp) , which can be forced to converge to any of the corners of the polygon, using rp as the

state variable. The size of this polygon is the unknown, but the angles of the comers are known: (0,
7Tl4, 7Tl2, Jr, 57T14, 37T12). When we apply the numerical method to search for points on the 'ellipse'

with any of these six angles (equal to arctan(t:.dik / Mij»)' we also have

t:.t max =max(IMij I, IM ik I) /2 : one for each of the six angles (comers). A little bit confusing though,

we have to take the minimum of these (t:.tmax.' ,t:.tmax. 2 ,t:.tmax.3 ' t:.tmax.4' t:.tmax,S' t:.tmax,6) ,because

only the six-corner polygon that is entirely enclosed by the 'ellipse', is 'allowed'. The development of
the involved numerical method however, is not considered here.

10.3.3 Investigating the sensitivity for several source locations

The algorithm, described in the previous section, to derive It:.bl max from t:.t max is on account of one

particular source location. In this section, a MATLAB function is described which perfonns the
Erroct2b_one_b for several source locations, providing us more insight in the dependency of the
sensitivity on the source location. Its code is given in appendix B, figure B.l. Its header is
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of which the input and output parameters are not discussed here.

10.3.4 Test results

Function Error_t2b was executed using the following input parameters:

delta_t_max=O.00001 ;
ncx=20;
perc_b=90;
mics=[-42.5 -42.5 42.5; 85 -85 -85];
vx=60606;
vy=72768;

The result we can see in figure 10.6. The triangle is formed by the three microphones and is depicted at a
height equal to the minimum of the surf.

5
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Figure 10.6 Result of the error analysis, using delta_Cmax=O.00001 [sl

From this figure we can conclude that, when !1tmax =0.00001[s], that the maximum /!1bl max is about

4.5 [cm]. The exact values do not really matter at this point, important however is to notice that this
maximum occurs at the corner of the tabletop, where no microphone is placed. This justifies the
assumption that was made in section 8.4!

When we would use 'Selecctriple' to choose a triple (when four microphones are used; figure 8.9(b)),
we would get the following result in figure 10.7. Because we can choose from four possible microphone
triples, only areas '213' and '231' have to be considered (compare with figure 10.6). It appears here that

the maximum /!1bLax is reduced to about 1.5 [cm] when using four microphones (and 'SelecUriple) !
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We therefore can conclude that the sensiti vity that was considered in this section 10.3, is less, when
more than three microphones are used. Furthermore, it will be obvious, that this sensitivity is reduced
more as the number of microphones increases. However, this statement only holds when the size of the
triangle fonned by a microphone triple does not decrease! In figure 8.9(b), the four triangles have the
same size as the original triangle in figure 8.9(a), and therefore, the sensitivity will reduce, when using
four microphones. The relation between the sensitivity and the size of the triangle was not investigated
anymore.

40

Y leml -100 -40 x lem]

Figure 10.7 Result of the error analysis, using delt8_Cmax=O.00001 [5] and 'Selecuriple'. From
four microphones, the triple is chosen which is best suitable for the measurement, and as a

consequence the maximum of I~blmax is smaller.
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Chapter 11 Conclusions of part II

This part II of the report has described part of the measuring system that was to be developed by the
definition of the inverse problem. It has focussed mainly on the development of the software part of this
measuring system ('Impact identification') and not on the hardware part, and as a consequence, no tests
were performed anymore. The method to determine the source location and the time of impact is based
on the measurement of TOA's (Time Of Arrival) of direct waves. This means that only the sharp peak in
the responses of the microphones is considered and reflections are neglected. The disadvantage of this, is
that the measurement of the TOA's is restricted to a small piece in time, whereas taking the complete
response would reduce the errors the estimated TOA's. The advantage is, that knowledge about the exact
nature of reflections is not necessary and that the estimation can be kept simple and easy to implement.

The inverse problem was divided into three tasks: the first task, which involved the development of an
'inverse' of the simplified fOIWard model (/)), was implemented by a Simulink model called
Sourceloc. This model comprises three MATLAB functions, Sourceloc3mics being the most
important.

It considers a microphone triple, which involves two curves, each corresponding to a certain RTDOA
(Relative Time Delay Of Arrival). The unknown source location should be on the intersection of these
curves and Sourceloc3mics searches for this intersection with use of a numerical method. If the
RTDOA's at its input would be without error, Sourceloc3mics estimates this source location with a
negligible error and excellent computation time. The current configuration induces a maximum error of
0.002 [cm] and takes about 5 [ms] to estimate the source location. However, Sourceloc imposes one
restriction on the microphones: they should be placed at the edges of the tabletop to avoid a possible
second solution.

Block h was designated to find the TOA's. The method to do this was to enhance the microphone
signals first, using a hardware and software filter. After this, the TOA's were to be estimated from the
enhanced microphone signals. This last function was implemented by a Simulink model called TOAE.
It uses a TOAE_mic block for each microphone and is easily extendable when using a different
number of microphones. The method that it uses to estimate the TOA's involves a combination of a
threshold and a main equation, which applies when a microphone signal exceeds the threshold. Two
choices were available to use a threshold: it could be set manually or automatically. In the latter case,
TOAE_mic would determine a threshold by considering the first second of the involved microphone
signal: in this second, the noise level was determined. and an appropriate threshold was set.

TOAE imposes a few restrictions on one or more bouncing balls in time:
• When using the automatically determined threshold, no impact should occur in the first second of

the simulation.
• There should be at least 200 [ms] between every impact.

TOAE should find the same TOA's from the microphone signals as the simplified model would do. In
real however, errors in the estimated TOA's are inevitable. This has a few causes:
• In real, the tabletop is dispersive: the phase speed and damping of a wave are frequency dependent

and as a consequence, the wave shape will become distorted when travelling from source to
microphone.

• Unwanted frequencies in the signals, due to external noise sources
• The limited performance of the hardware; microphones only have a bandwidth up to 18 [kHz] and

the AD convertor induces errors by discretizing the microphone signals.
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The errors in the TOA's lead to an error in the estimated source location and besides reducing the error
in the TOA's, one could also reduce the sensitivity of the error in the source location to the errors in the
TOA's.

This was done by a Simulink model called SelecCtriple, which is accomodated in the Sourceloc
model. From several available microphone triples, it can choose the most appropriate triple for
Sourceloc3mics to perform the estimation with. The idea behind this thought, is that with more than
three microphones we can decrease the involved sensitivity.

To investigate this sensitivity, an error analysis was performed. One test was performed, which gave the
following results:

• When using three microphones on three comers of the tabletop and when the maximum error of all
estimated TOA's would equal 0.00001 [s], then the maximum absolute error in the estimated source
location would equal about 4.5 [cm]. The comer on which no microphone was present would then
exhibit the highest sensitivity.

• When placing one extra microphone at the 'empty' comer, and using SelecCtriple to choose the
most appropriate microphone triple, the same test would lead to a maximum absolute error in the
estimated source location of about 1.5 [cm].

Recommendations

The following tasks could be carried out, when this project would be continued:

1. The sensitivity of the maximum absolute error in the estimated source location to the maximum
error in all estimated TOA's should be investigated more thoroughly. A relation should be
established between this sensitivity and several parameters, like the number of microphones being
used, and the size ofthe involved triangles (which are formed by distinct microphone triples).

2. The causes of the error in the estimated TOA's should also be investigated more thoroughly: how
do these errors for example depend on the limited bandwidth of the microphones and AD convertor?
Important to notice at this point is that the performance of the hardware part is also dependent on
the number of microphones being used, so finding the optimal number of microphones (and their
placement) is dependent on both 1) and 2).

3. The measurement ofthe TOA's could be improved by considering the reflections of the waves.
Taking along these reflections provides for extra microphones in a way; these microphones are not
physically present but are 'images' ofthe physical microphones. It should be possible to estimate
TOA's involved with these reflections and in a way, more microphones would be present (image or
physical) without requiring more bandwidth of the microphones or AD convertor.

4. Apart from the reflections, the dispersive nature of the tabletop could also be examined (being part
of the forward problem). When we would have a good understanding about this phenomenon, we
could make the link between the change of shape in a travelling wave and the distance that it travels
to the microphone. However, the sound radiation involved with a vibrating part of the tabletop
should also be analyzed then.

5. To measure more source parameters than the source location and time of impact alone, the analysis
in chapter 4 should be extended for shear waves. When we could derive both the transverse and
shear forces at the site of the impact, we would also know the angle of impact, the horizontal speed
of the ball, and possibly it spin before it touches the table.
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Chapter 12 Epilogue

12.1 Introduction

In this report, a method has been described which involved a two-step procedure to determine the
source location from the microphone signals. The concept of using a two-step procedure is based on
Huang's dissertation [HUA2001] in which the first step was to estimate the RTDOA's from the
signals of several microphone pairs and the second step was to estimate the source location on
account of the estimated RTDOA's. The techniques described in this report however, differ from the
ones that Huang uses. Even though Huang was involved with an other application, his dissertation
shows that the methods described in this report are not optimal for their purpose. This includes the
estimation of the RTDOA's from the microphone signals as well as the estimation of the source
location from the estimated RTDOA's.

In this epilogue, we will consider the applied techniques from a higher level and discuss their
advantages and limitations. Subsequently, we will consider the techniques that Huang used for his
application and after that some alternative techniques. Again, the concept ofthe two-step procedure
is maintained in this chapter. Furthermore, in this epilogue, focus is put on 'conceptual thinking'
(which methods would apply, and how efficient are they) and not directly on the implementation of
them. Whereas the actual hardware specifications and limitations are not important here, a rough
estimate of a method's complexity is made when possible.

Before going to the next sections, let us consider the application that Huang was involved with.

Huang was involved with developing a real-time acoustic source localization system for video
camera steering. In three-dimensional space, the camera should point to and focus on the active
speaker, and obviously, such a real-time system requires a lot of processor capacity. After an
analysis of several techniques, he chose to use an acoustic source localization. In this way, the
system could also perform well in dark and it would not suffer from objects obstructing the view.
However, the original source signal was not necessarily available, only the signals at the six
microphones were.

12.2 Alternative methods to estimate a Time Of Arrival

In this section we will focus on the estimation of the Time Of Arrival (TOA) for any microphone. In
some cases it is necessary to estimate for the ranges in stead ofthe TOA's; the source localization
problem however, is not significantly altered by this.

The Time Delay Estimation can be characterized by some important properties:
• The use of extra information that is provided by the correlation between the microphone signals
• The use of extra information that is provided by the reflections in the microphone signals
• The use of a signal model
• The robustness against dispersion
• The robustness against the energy content of the impact
• The robustness against the external disturbances

12.2.1 The method used in this report

In this report, a simple method to estimate the TOA's has been described. This method has been
implemented in a Simulink model called TOAE and it estimates all TOA's independently of each
other with use of a threshold. This threshold has to be chosen high enough to cover the noiselevel
and low enough to trigger on small impacts as well. Once a trigger occurs, the triggering is disabled
for 200 ems] to ensure that reflections do not trigger the system. At this moment the involved TOA
is computed on account of two samples and passed onto the output.
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12.2.2

Despite the fact that the microphone response on an impact is not stationary (neither is human
speech), it satisfies some convenient properties: an impact may not be expected earlier than 200 [ms]
after a previous impact (which complies with the original objective) and the previous response will
damp out within this 200 [ms]. So the TOA's only have to be estimated once within at least 200
[ms]. Furthermore, each response on an impact is a sum of the direct-path response and reflections.
The response involved with the direct path begins with a sharp peak and damps out after that.

However, the TOA estimator that is used in this thesis, only looks at the rising edge of the sharp
peak and hence, the reflections are disregarded as well as the shape of the sharp peak. The advantage
is that the TOA estimation is simple and easy to implement in real-time. The drawback here
however, is that the reflections contain valuable information that is neglected. Without the use of
this extra information, the current TOA estimation will result in errors that are too large for a
satisfying accuracy in the estimated source location. As we saw in this report, a maximum error of
10-5 [s] in any TOA would result in a satisfying error of about 4.5 [cm] in the estimated source
location when using three microphones and even 1.5 [cm] when using four microphones. Such a
small error in a TOA however, is difficult to accomplish with the current method.

The causes of the errors in the TOA's are the following:
• Dispersion: the phase speed and damping of the waves are frequency dependent
• Disturbances, caused by external sources
• The limitations of the hardware: the AD convertor only provides for a finite sample frequency

and resolution

Summarizing, the current TOA estimator has the following drawbacks:
• The estimator uses only two successive samples to determine the TOA of one particular

microphone and neglects the reflections in the signal. Even though this makes it easy to
implement it in real-time, the robustness against dispersion, external disturbances and limited
hardware performance will be minimal.

• By using a (solid) threshold, the estimation becomes dependent on the energy content of the
impact. To improve the robustness against this energy content, the second sample was included
in the computation of the TOA, but it is still not known how the errors in the estimated TOA's
relate to the energy content.

• The TOA's are estimated independent of each other. In this way, their correlation (extra
information) is neglected, while only their mutual time delay is of importance (RTDOA).

Using a counter to cancel the limitations of the AD convertor

One way to reduce the errors in the observed TOA's is to get around the limitations of the AD
convertor. These limitations are not negligible considering the fact that with a sample frequency of
5 [KHz], errors due to the sampling can be up to 0.2 [ms]. The process of comparing a microphone
signal with a threshold and triggering when the signal exceeds it, could also be handled by a
timer/counter in hardware. For example, a counter of 10 [MHz] could measure time periods with an
accuracy of 10'7 [s]. The triggering to stop (and start) the counter could also be implemented in
hardware with use of one or more comparators and in this way, the errors induced by the AD
convertor (sampling and quantization errors) could be avoided, because an AD convertor would not
be necessary anymore. So, using the same concept as described in this report to estimate TOA's,
using a counter in stead of an AD convertor would clearly yield a better accuracy. Apart from this
improvement however, the implementation based on a counter will have the same drawbacks as the
method described in this report.

The concept of using a counter in hardware will generally yield some improvement when particular
time periods have to be measured and amplitude information is not needed in the software part.
Besides focussing on the sharp peak in the beginning of the response, the triggering of the counter
could then also be established (in hardware) by considering other properties that are unambiguously
related to the unknown TOA. Examples include a pre-defined 'length' of a reponse and a pre
defined 'width' of the sharp (main) peak. Furthermore, the estimator could focus on the zero
crossings of the signal for particular information.
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12.2.3

The concept of observing other properties than the TOA itself is based on the use of a signal model
and will be discussed in section 12.2.4. First, in the next section, we will see some techniques that
Huang considered for the Time Delay Estimation.

Huang's method

In contrast with the application described in this report, Huang was involved with time delay
estimation on account of human speech. Moreover, this estimation should be performed in blocks of,
for instance, 64 [ms]. For this reason, Huang could not confine himself to estimate the TOA's
independently of each other and had to estimate the RTDOA's directly from the microphone signals.
In his report, he refers to a RTDOA as being a time delay, that is, a mutual time delay between the
signals received at two distinct microphones. Furthermore, it is important to notice that wave
propagation through air does not suffer from dispersion; the signal is not distorted in shape when
arriving at the microphones.

According to him, a two-step procedure should be followed to develop a time delay estimation
algorithm: the first step is to choose an appropriate parametric model for the acoustic environment.
He makes a distinction between the ideal free-field model, in which a microphone signal is an
attenuated, delayed version of the source signal (contaminated with noise) and the real reverberant
model, in which reflections (of walls and so on) are included as well. In the latter case, the
microphone signal is modeled as a convolution between the source signal and the acoustic impulse
response of the channel between source and microphone.

The second step is to estimate the model parameters that provide the minimum errors based on the
received microphone signals. Huang describes three approaches to this step: the first two methods
select the time delay that maximizes the cross-correlation function between the signals received at
two distinct microphones as their estimates. Moreover, a weighting function can be used for this
cross-correlation function. With the Classical Cross-Correlation method (CCC)), this weighting
function is equal to 1, while the Generalized Cross-Correlation method (GeC) uses the phase
transform method (PHAT) to weigh the cross-correlation function. Because only the phase of the
cross-spectrum provides the TDOA information, this PHAT method can be used to sharpen the
cross-correlation peak. This is done by pre-whitening the input signals. However, these two methods
assume the ideal free-field model and will perform poorly in a reverberant environment.

For that reason, Huang eventually proposed a third approach to the time delay estimation which is
called the Adaptive Eigenvalue Decomposition Algorithm (AEDA). With this method, a solution is
derived by directly (and blindly) estimating the acoustic channel impulse responses in the real
reverberant model. For this purpose, the noiseless case is considered in which

(12.1)

wherexj[k] is the signal piced up by the i-th microphone, s[k] is the source signal, gj is the

acoustic impulse response of the channel between the source and the i-th microphone and *
denotes convolution. In vector notation, Eq. (12.1) can be written as

(12.2)

where

xi[k] = [xi[k],xi[k -1],... ,xi [k - M +If,
gi =[gi,o,gi.1'· .. ,gi.M-1f, i =1,2

x[k] =[x;[k],x;[k]f,

[ T T]T
U = g2,-gl '

and M is the length of the impulse responses. These equations and definitions are only given here to
show that

R[k]u =0
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12.2.4

which implies that u lies in the null space of the covariance matrix R[k] =E{x[k]xT [k]}. When

noise is present, U can be estimated by minimizing U T R[k]usubject to the condition IIull =1

which is equivalent to finding U by computing the normalized eigenvector of R[k] corresponding

to the smallest eigenvalue.

To find a closed-form solution to this problem, Huang employed a constrained LMS adaptive filter,
which he implemented in the frequency domain to make it more computationally efficient. In
estimating the impulse reponses, focus was put on the direct paths in the impulse responses, which
were exhibited by a negative peak. His simulations eventually showed that the AEDA performed
better than the CCC/GCC methods, especially in reverberant environments.

Using a signal model

In the previous section, Huang first discussed the use of the classical and generalized cross
correlation method. The advantage of such methods is that they include the correlation between the
signals in the computation. Their drawback however, is that they will perform poorly in a
reverberant environment, as is also the case with the tabletop. Furthermore, they will not be suitable
for our problem, because of the dispersion.

Huang's AEDA however could be used in our case, because it accounts for reflections by focussing
directly on the channel impulse responses. It is reasonable to model the tabletop to be linear,
including the boundary conditions and furthermore, the impulse responses to be estimated can also
account for the dispersion, that is, frequently dependent wave propagation. Furthermore, the
algorithm puts focus on the direct paths in the impulse responses in the adaptive proces to estimate
these impulse responses.

Another property of the AEDA is that it is based on a signal model, although it has to be estimated
adaptively. The method could be too computationally expensive for our purpose, so it makes sense
to consider some alternatives that make use of a signal model and are less complex.

First, consider the CCC/GCC method again. It appeared that they perform poorly in a reverberant
environment, but what is only the first part of the response is considered, in which no reflections are
present yet? It is assumed that the sharp peak in the beginning exhibits no reflections and if this
would not be the case, the microphones could be placed further away from the table edges.
However, the change in shape due to dispersion is still a problem, especially when the involved
range difference is large.

Consider the following alternative method, in which the dispersion is not neglected. It considers one
particular microphone response and tries to fit a modeled response on account of the range between
the impact and the corresponding microphone. Important to notice is that when the dispersion in the
signal is not neglected, we cannot talk about one 'TDOA' anymore, and the only variable that is not
dependent on frequency is the range. Estimating for the individual ranges in stead of the TDOA's,
would result in a small change in the source localization algorithm. Furthermore, assume from this
point on that the tabletop is isotropic.
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Figure 12.1 Finding the optimal range r by fitting a modeled response to the observed
response. Only the part between the vertical lines is considered.

Consider figure 12.1 in which a measured microphone response is denoted by m[k] and assume that
only the part between the vertical lines is focussed on (assuming that no reflections are present yet).
The modeled response is p[k,r] with r being the involved range. The whole response is a function

of the range and can be written as: p[k] =f (r) . To fit it with the observed response, two tasks

have to performed first:

1. Normalize the observed signal to its energy content; the modeled signal already is and both
signals should be independent of the energy content of the impact before comparing them

2. Shift the observed signal in time. One important point in both signals should coincide, for
example k] (the zero-crossing before the main peak) or k2 (the maximum value of main peak)

When these tasks are performed, the unknown range r could be found by one of the following
methods:
• Select the range r' that maximizes the cross-correlation between the two signals

• Select the range r' that minimizes a LS error criterion in which all samples are involved:

r ~ arg~in[~w, (m[k]- p[k,r'j)' ] (12.4)

In this latter equation, the squared error can be weighted for each sample. With this weighting, focus
can be put on different parts of the signal, for example the main peak. Without prove, it will be
stated here, that Eq. (12.4) provides a single minimum (either in closed-form or iterative). When all
weights are equal, these two methods to select r are equal, because p[k,r] is assumed to be
normalized to its energy content.

The question that remains is: how is p[k,r] modeled? To provide for a continuous relation with r, a
parametric model is needed; it seems feasible to develop a wave model that predicts its propagation
along the direct path from impact to microphone. A few parameters should be determined; the most
important one being the wave number which relates the phase speed to a frequency component.
Furthermore, a limited set of resonance frequencies should suffice to make up p [k, r].
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(12.5)

With the methods described above, all samples between the vertical lines are included in the
estimation of the range r. This might yield good results, because focus can be put on, for instance,
the dynamical behaviour just before the main (positive) peak. In general terms, the larger the range
is, the more high frequencies are exhibited in this part of the response, because the relative time
delay between the high and low frequencies is larger then. For instance, in figure 12.1 a negative
peak is visible just before the main peak and it appears from measurements that it can equal the main
peak in magnitude when the range is large enough.

A drawback however could be its complexity. When N is the number of microphones, L the average

number of iterations needed to solve Eq. (12.4) ,M the number of samples included in the

computation (in figure 9.1, this would equal around 3 [ms] * sample frequency) and F the number

of resonance frequencies to make up p[k, r], then the number of additions and multiplications would

both have an (highest) order of N .L .M .F .

In stead, it could be sufficient enough to observe some particular properties in the signal (again, in
the part in which no reflections occur yet). Let us consider a method in which the following additive
measurement error model is used:

A ( A A A A)T f()P = Pl.!' Pl,2 , ... , P P,N-!' P P,N = U +£

in which U is equal to the vector with hypothesized ranges: r to start with. f is a function which

maps the vector U into a vector of measurable properties of the microphone signals: P properties for

each of the N microphones. With the measurement errors in vector £ , Pis then a vector with the

actual measured properties.

Besides the distance that a wave travels, the microphone signals are also dependent on the energy
content of the impact. This should not matter when we model the tabletop to be linear and the
impact to be a single point in time and space; in this case the signal could be normalized to the
energy content. Also, particular properties of the impact could be included in the vector U to
estimate for.

Now, when we would use a LS estimator, the corresponding LS error criterion would be:

J =[p -f(u)f[p -feu)] (12.6)

which should be minimized to u. When multiple properties are observed for each signal, Eq. (12.6)

should be minimized. When a single property for each signal is observed and having N ranges to

estimate for, this would correspond with finding J =0 . When f-I is known, this is accomplished

by choosing: ui =/-1 (Pi) for each i =1,...,N . When the inverse function is not known, an

iterative numerical algorithm should be used, according to figure 12.2.

e LS
~ ~ ...... ~ estimator ...

JIL -

f .........

u

Figure 12.2 Model of iterative numerical algorithm to estimate u

The question remains: which properties in a microphone signal are closely related to a range and
moreover, which properties are significantly sensitive to changes in the range?
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Figure 12.3 Examples ofproperties that are related to the range over which a wave travels

In figure 12.3, a few examples of such properties are depicted. Assuming that the signal is
normalized to make it independent of the energy content of the impact, the magnitude of the main
peak A could be included, the ratio between the magnitude ofthe main peak and the negative peak

before it: AlB could be significantly dependent on the range and furthermore, the width of the main

peak C could be included. Which properties are significantly dependent on the range, should be
exmined by simulations and/or measurements.
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12.3 Alternative methods to estimate the source location from the TOA's

In this section, the original solution to the source localization problem is recalled first. Its
advantages and drawbacks are considered and after that the source localization problem is
reformulated. After that an abstract is given of Huang's research on the problem and in the last
subsection, a few alternative methods are described which are partly based on some of the methods
that Huang describes. Important to notice in section 12.3.1 and 12.3.3, is that the source localization
is based on the TOA or RTDOA estimates in stead of estimated ranges. RTDOA's are easily
computed from the TOA's, once they are known. However, section 12.2 describes some methods
which estimate for the ranges and in this case, a small adjustment should be made to the function
that handles the source localization.

12.3.1 The method used in this report

In this report, a method has been proposed to estimate the source location on account of the
estimated TOA's. This method ('Sourceloc3mics') only uses the TOA's of three microphones and
assumes the errors in these TOA's to be zero. But clearly, the errors induced in this first step will
propagate through the second step and result in an error in the source location. This error not only
depends on the errors in the TOA's, but also on the location of the microphones and the source
location itself. In other words, given the method to estimate the source location on account of three
TOA's and given the location of the three involved microphones, a certain sensitivity of the error in
the source location to the errors in the TOA's exists and this sensitivity can be looked upon as being
a function of the (hypothesized) source location. Furthermore, this function has a maximum at a
particular source location. Therefore, an extra function ('SelecCtriple') was included to determine
the microphone triple that would minimize this maximum sensitivity. So concluding, only
'SelecCtriple' accounts for the errors in the TOA's; 'Sourceloc3mics' however, assumes these
errors to be zero.

The function 'Sourceloc3mics' uses a method that determines the intersection of two curves in an
iterative manner. It has the following properties:

• The information of only three microphones is being used (triangulation)
• It assumes the errors in the TOA's to be zero
• An iterative algorithm is being used, about four iterations seem to be enough
• The algorithm finds the root of a single, real, nonlinear function with an error that is negligible
• Convergence to the optimal solution is guaranteed, as long as the microphones are placed along

the edges of the tabletop
• The algorithm is easy to implement in real time, because there is enough time between two

succesive impacts to determine the source location

Although 'SelecCtriple' chooses the best suitable microphone triple to localize the source with
'Sourceloc3mics', this method still has the disadvantage that it disregards the valuable information
of the other microphones. In the absence of errors in the TOA's, this would not matter, but in this
case, there are errors and the other microphones should be included to make the estimate more
robust against these errors. It will be clear that the more microphones are being used, the less
influence the TOA errors will have on the error in the source location.

In the rest of section 12.3, we will consider some alternative methods, which apply to the following
question:

'Given that all estimated TOA's contain a certain additive error, how can the source be located with use
of all (N) microphones?'
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12.3.2 Huang's method

The additive measurement error model and the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound
First, Huang defines an additive measurement error model that is based on the space domain
described in this report (using N+l microphones):

(12.7)

The left-hand term is a vector notation of the N range differences, that were measured in the first

step. These range differences are relative to microphone 0 located at the origin. g(rs ) is a vector

notation of the true range differences (as a function of the true source location r s) and clearly, e is
a vector notation of the additive errors in the measurements. When dividing the terms by the speed

of sound in air, C, this equation is comparable with the notation used in this report: test = t + ~t .

Furthermore, the error vector e is assumed to have zero mean and to be independent of the range

differences observation, as well as the source location r s. Besides the source location, the source
range is defined as the distance from the source location to the origin:

Rs =Ilrsll =r/rs=~Xs2+Ys2+Zs2 (12.8)

After defining this measurement error model, Huang determines the socalled Cramer-Rao lower
bound (CRLB) for any unbiased estimator. It is a lower bound that can be placed on the variance of
each estimated coordinate of the source location. This lower bound was derived without any
assumption about the PDF of the measurement error e , but the involved equation could be
simplified when assuming the error to be Gaussian. The CRLB is usually used as a benchmark
against which the statistical efficiency of any unbiased estimators can be compared.

Possible source localization techniques
According to Huang, there are several techniques that are based on the additive measurement error
model. Important distinctions between these methods include likelihood-based versus least-squares
and linearization approximation versus direct numerical optimization, as well as iterative versus
closed-form algorithms.

Furthemore, he states that a Maximum Likelihood-based estimator is not suitable for a real-time
implementation of a source localization system. Although it has the well-proven advantage of
asymptotic efficiency for a large sample space, only a finite number of microphones can be used
which makes it a finite-sample problem. Furthemore, ML estimators require additional assumptions
about the distributions of the measurement errors. They could be modeled Gaussian, but this
approximation is not feasible when sampling introduces additional errors in discrete-time
processing. To find the solution to the MLE, a linearization approximation and iterative numerical
techniques have to be used (which are computationally intensive) and in this case, convergence to
the optimal solution cannot be guaranteed due to the presence of local minima.

A good alternative for the ML estimator is the well-known least squares estimator (LSE). The LSE
makes no probabilistic assumptions about the data and moreover, it usually produces a closed-form
(non-iterative) estimate that is desirable in real-time applications. It is based on a LS error criterion,
which has to be minimized.

First, Huang considers two LS error functions of which the first, the hyperbolic LS error function,
does not seem to be suitable. It equals the difference between the estimated range differences (in this
report: RTDOA's) and the modeled range differences (as a function of a hypothesized source
location). Such an error function then leads to the LS error criterion by squaring it (or in case of a
vector, by taking the inproduct). Because the hyperbolic LS error criterion is highly nonlinear,
minimizing it will lead to a mathematically intractable solution as the number of microphones
increases. Furthermore, it is very sensitive to noise and because of these two reasons, it is rarely
used in practice.
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12.3.3

An alternative, the spherical error function, is slightly different, but it performs better because it is
linear in the source location. Therefore, the computational complexity to find a solution will not
dramatically increase as the number of microphones gets larger. It is based on the distance error
from a hypothesized source location to the microphones and assumes the source range to be
independent of the source location, which implies that it can be estimated independently of the
source location.

Subsequently, three LS estimators are described, of which the last is eventually chosen. The first two
are the Spherical Intersection (SX) estimator and the Spherical Interpolation (SI) locator. The SX
estimator is not chosen, because its solution may not be unique. The SI locator performs better at
this point, but is computationally more complex than the SX estimator.

Finding the LSE based on the spherical error criterion is a linear minimization problem subject to a

quadratic constraint (Rs = IIrs II). To handle this nonlinear constraint, Huang eventually applies the

socalled Linear-Correction Least Squares Estimator which consists of two LS estimators operating
sequentially. The first one, a Global Spherical Least Squares Estimator, assumes that the source
location and source range are mutually independent and finds a global minimizer for them. The
second estimator performs a correction by regarding the elements of the global minimizer as
measurements of the coordinates and range of the source location. In such an estimator, the
weighted LS method is used and the (nonlinear) constraint is consequently satisfied.

Alternative methods

In this section, we will consider a few alternative methods for the source localization problem.
Although Huang is involved with a different application, there is a big resemblance with the
application described in this report, and therefore we can use a great part of Huang's work.

While considering these alternative methods, we maintain a few assumptions and consider some
points of interest, which were made and described in this report:
• We neglect the dispersion and the tabletop is orthotropic; that is, there are two distinct phase

speeds: 11,V. These phase speeds are assumed to be measured once and to be free from error.
• For the source localization, we use N+ 1 microphones, which are assumed to be points in space.

Also the impact of the ball is assumed to be a point in space.
• The source localization function considers N RTDOA's to be its inputs (in stead of TOA's). If

the TOAE estimates TOA's or TDOA's in stead ofRTDOA's, the RTDOA's can simply be
computed before the source localization is executed. As a consequence, the source has to be
located in the time domain first (section 5.2.3) and after that it can be transformed to the space
domain unambiguously.

• In contrast with Huang's implementation, our own source localization problem does not have to
be implemented in a closed-form, that is, we can use an iterative algorithm. The necessary
computations can be spread over a great number of samples.

To be able to formulate some basic equations, we first have to consider some basic notations, which
will be in compliance with Huang's report (figure 12.1). All variables here (as well as the locations
of microphones and impact) exist in the time domain.
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Figure 12.4 Defining some basic variables in the time domain

Notice that one microphone is located at the origin of the coordinate system. With this set up of N+ 1
microphones and impact, there are a lot of RTDOA's available, but only N of them are independent

" A A A T
of each other. We therefore use the same vector d =(d lO , d 20 , ... , d NO) as in Eq. (12.7), with the

difference that these are the estimated RTDOA's in stead of the range differences. Furthermore, we
use Eq. (12.7) as an additive error model, with

g(rs)=(g 1(rs)' g 2 (rs),...,g N(rs»T (12.9)

and

g i (rs)=II(r; - rs)11-II(ro- rs)11·

In the following, we will see some possible solutions for the source localization problem. In most
cases however, it is diffult to say something about the improved accuracy, because of the high non
linearity of the involved equations. Furthermore, coordinates of the source and microphones are
assumed to be in the time-domain.

Averaging several results of 'Sourceloc3mics'
One alternative method to locate the source is to call 'Sourceloc3mics' for every couple of
independent RTDOA's and to compute the (weighted) average estimated source location. When

A

using N+ 1 microphones, there would be N independent RTDOA's dw and

possible 'sourceloc3mics' estimates. The weighted average estimated source location would then
equal:

(12.10)
M

with LW; =1.
;=1

The weights can be chosen equal to 11M, but they could also be dynamically chosen according to the
sensitivity to RTDOA errors that a certain source location estimate has (see figure 10.6). As we saw
in section 8.4.1, the area in which the source must be located, can directly be determined from the
TOA observations. Before performing the source localization, these weights could then be
determined.
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This solution of the source location corresponds with the root of I Wi (fs,av - fs,i)' Better would

be to minimize the error criterion I Wi II fs,av - fS,ir to fs,av ' which ensures a single minimum,
i

because this error criterion is strictly concave. Moreover, this two-step method to call
'Sourceloc3mics' M times and subsequently using the error criterion above to find an 'average' is
still easy to implement in real-time.

However, using 'Sourceloc3mics' for the estimates has the limitation that the microphones have to
be placed at the edges of the tabletop to avoid a possible second solution. Moreover, in the described
error function, the error between an hypothesized source location and the M estimated source
locations is considered, while the RTDOA's are measured. Intuitively, it should be clear that this
two-step method is not optimal and it would be better to directly consider the errors in the RTDOA's
in Eq. (12.7).

Maximum Likelihood estimator
The MLE is equivalent to minimizing a (log-likelihood) cost function defined as

" T -1"
eMLE(rJ=[d-g(rJ] CE [d-g(rJ] (12.11)

with CE being the covariance matrix of the measurement errors 8 i . Hence, the ML estimator

assumes an priori knowledge about the distributions of the measurements errors and these are
difficult to model. Moreover, the correlation between these errors depend on several parameters like
the placement of the sensors and possible noise sources. Furthermore, such a cost function is
generally not strictly concave, and convergence to the optimal solution cannot be guaranteed.

Least Squares estimators
When the distributions of the measurement errors are not known, it is best to omit the weighting
matrix. As Huang stated, Eq. (12.11) would then result in the Hyperbolic Least Squares Error
criterion which should be minimized:

(12.12)

By minimizing this LS error criterion, the estimated source location is the one that has the shortest

distance to all hyperboloids that are associated with the observed RTDOA's in vector a. These
hyperboloids are 2D curves like the ones depicted in figure 8.1. We could use this LS error criterion
for our problem and although in most cases it can produce a closed-form estimate of the source
location, we could also put up with an iterative numerical method. This could be necessary when a
closed-form estimate is difficult to find due to a large number of microphones. In this case, an initial
guess of the source location could be chosen by considering the area in which it should be (which
would be known by executing TOAE).

This method using a hyperbolic LS error criterion could suffice for our problem; this should be
examined by performing simulations and measurements. However, as Huang stated, this function is
very sensitive to measurement errors in the RTDOA's, as can be seen from figure 8.1; when in this

figure, dij is close to 2cij , the shape of the curve (and thus the source location estimate) is very

sensitive to an error t1dij • The overall sensitivity of Eq. (12.12) to these errors could possibly be

reduced by excluding these RTDOA's from Eq. (12.12) or by giving them a smaller weight. In the
same way, RTDOA's that are close to zero could be weighted more.

An alternative according to Huang, is the Spherical Least Squares Error criterion. It is based upon
the distance error from a hypothesized source location to the microphones. In stead of minimizing
the distance to the described hyperboloids, in this case, the distance to the spheres centered at the
microphones is minimized. To clearify this, first consider the distance D; from the i-th microphone
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to the (hypothesized) source location in relation to the i-th observed RTDOA: D j = Rs + d;o . In

the absence of measurement errors, the square of this should be:

With this, we can define the spherical LS error function to be:

i=l, ...,N

(12.13)

(12.14)

and the corresponding LS criterion as J sp = e:pesp . Minimizing this latter LS criterion then

produces the wanted source location. In contrast with the hyperbolic error function, the spherical
error function is linear in r s given Rs and vice versa, as was already stated in section 12.3.2. It is
therefore better than the hyperbolic error function.

In this section, we will not go in detail about the estimators which minimize the spherical LS error
criterion. Huang considers the Spherical Intersection estimator, the Spherical Interpolation estimator
and the Linear-Correction Least Squares estimator, of which the latter performs best for his
application. All of them are in closed-form, but again, using an iterative numerical method would
not really be a problem in our case. To examine their exact performance, simulations and
measurements should be performed, and focus should be put on the accuracy and robustness against
measurement errors in the observed RTDOA's.
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Appendix A 'Irnpact_identification_off_4mics.rndl'

In this appendix, the Simulink model 'ImpacCidentiJication_off_4mics.mdl' will be depicted, as well as all the
subblocks in it. The microphone signals have to be captured before this model can be executed, so the
measurement is not real-time (offline). In this model, 4 microphones are used. Furthermore, in the MATIAS
code, used in the Source/oc block, references are made to a number ofequations in chapter 8.

A.I ImpacCidentification_ofC4mics

3.5e-3 I----------+lth man

Threshold

Prefilter TOAE

Trigger1-------,
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Source location ._---<p----1"i

(60606 ?2?6S)
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f---------.J'v.. v.,
XY Graph

Time of Impact ._----1"i

Me coordinates 1----------JI'IIMc coordinates

Mic coordinates

SOlJrceloc

To Wolkspace1

Figure A.I /mpacCidentification_off_4mics

A.2 ImpacCidentification_off_4mics/Sourceioc

Source location

Figure A.2 /mpacCidentification_off_4mics/Source/oc
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% 'SelecCtriple.m'
% functioncall in Simulink MATLAB Fcn: Select_triple(u)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% the position of the microphones are in space coordinates (size=(2,1))

function output=SelecCtriple(input)

% Demux input into variables %%%%%%%%%%
N=floor((length(input)-2)/3); % N (# microphones) must be an integer, so use floor
t=input(1 :N);
vx=input(N+1);
vy=input(N+2);
mics=zeros(2,N);
mics=input(N+2+[2*(1 :N)-1 ;2*(1 :N)]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Determine at which three microphones the waves arrive first
[ti,indi]=min(t);
t(indi)=100000; % arbitrary high value to ensure
[tj,indj]=min(t); % that it is not determined again as
t(indj)=100000; % being the minimum
[tk,indk]=min(t);
t(indk)=100000;

mLmLmk=mics(:,[indi indj indk]);
dij=tj-ti;
dik=tk-ti;

% Mux variables into output %
output=[vx vy dij dik mLmLmk(1 :6) tk]; % output tk for computation of the Time of impact

Figure A.3
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% ·Sourceloc3mics.m'
% functioncall in Simulink MATLAB Fcn: Sourceloc3mics(u)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% the position of the microphones are in space coordinates (size=(2,1))

function b_est=Sourceloc3mics(input)

% Demux input in variables
vx=input(1 );
vy=input(2);
dij=input(3);
dik=input(4);
mi=input([5;6]);
mj=input([7;8]);
mk=input([9;10]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
eps_max=0.00001 ;

% Transforming to time coordinates
transS2T=[1/vx 0;0 1/vy];
if size(mi,1 )==1, mi=mi';mj=mj';mk=mk'; end
mi=transS2T*mi;
mj=transS2T*mj;
mk=transS2T*mk;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

[a,trans]=lnit-parameters(dij,dik,mi,mj,mk);
if a==O % see Eq. 8.4-b

[dij,dik]=switchvars(dij,dik);
[mj,mk]=switchvars(mj,mk);
[a,trans]=lnit_parameters(dij,dik,mi,mj,mk);

end
if a==O, b_est=inv(transS2T)*mi;return, end

%initial guess
xloc=O;

fik=10*a*eps_max; %just to pass the loop for the first time
bg=[-1;-1];
while abs(fik)/a>eps_max,

yloc=dij/2*sqrt(1 +(xloc/a)1\2); % Eq.8.4
bg=trans*[xloc;yloc;1]; % Eq.8.5
rg_i=bg-mi; % Eq.8.6
rg_k=bg-mk; % Eq.8.6
fik=norm(rg_k,2)-norm(rg_i,2)-dik; % Eq.8.6 ; norm(vec,2) is the magnitude of a vector vec
deriv_fik_bg=rg_k/norm(rg_k,2)-rg3norm(rg_i,2); % Eq.8.9
deriv_bg_xloc=trans(:,1 )+trans(:,2)*(dij*xlocl2/aI\2/sqrt(1 +(xloc/a)1\2)); % Eq.8.1 0
deriv_fik_xloc=deriv_fik_bg' *deriv_bg_xloc; % Eq.8.8
% Updating
xloc=xloc-fik/deriv_fik_xloc; % Eq.8.7

end

b_est=inv(transS2T)*bg;

function [a,transform_matrix]=lniCparameters(dij,dik,mi,mj,mk)
a=sqrt(max([O (norm(mi-mj,2)/2)1\2-(dij/2)1\2])); % =sqrt(cijI\2-dijI\2/4) (See Eq. 8.4-a)
oij=(mi+mj)/2;
eiLy=(mi-mj)/norm(mi-mj,2);
eiLx=[eiLy(2);-eiLy(1 )];
transform_matrix=[eiLx eiLy oij]; % size=(2,3)

function [c,d]=switchvars(a,b)
c=b;
d=a;

Figure A.4
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% ' vaLSourceloc3mics.m'
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Validate Sourceloc3mics on several b-coordinates
% band m1 ,m2,m3 are in space coordinates (size=(2,1))

function
[x,y,error,maxerror]=validate_Sourceloc3mics(range_x_perc,no_x,m1 ,m2,m3,vx,vy)

% Initialization
res=85/(no_x-1 );
x=range_x_perc/1 00*(-42.5:res:42.5)';
y=range_x_perc/100*(-85:res:85)';
no_y=2*no_x-1 ;
error=zeros(no_y,no_x);
transS2T=[1/vx 0;0 1/vy];
mics=[m1 m2 m3];

% Loop to evaluate Sourceloc3mics on every gridpoint
for ix=1 :no_x,

for iy=1 :2*no_x-1 ,
b=[x(ix);y(iy)]; % assume source with coordinates b to be on gridpoint
r1 =norm(transS2T*(b-m1)); % Compute TDOA
r2=norm(transS2T*(b-m2)); % by tranforming the
r3=norm(transS2T*(b-m3)); % range into the time domain
r=[r1 r2 r3];
[ri,i]=min(r); mi=mics(:,i); r(i)=100000; % arbitrary high value
[rj,j]=min(r); mj=mics(:,j); rO)=100000;
[rk,k]=min(r); mk=mics(:,k);
dij=rj-ri; % compute RTDOA's
dik=rk-ri;
input=[vx,vy,dij,dik,mi' ,mj',mk'];
b_est=Sourceloc3mics(input); % call the function to validate
error(iy,ix)=norm(b_est-b); % compare the estimated source location with the real one

end
end
maxerror=max(max(error));
disp(['Maximum error: 'num2str(maxerror)]);
surf(x,y,error),shg % show results
hold on;
plot3([m1 (1) m2(1) m3(1) m1 (1 )],[m1 (2) m2(2) m3(2) m1 (2)], ...

1000*[0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001],'w-'); % plot microphone 'triangle'
hold off;

Figure A.5
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A.3 ImpacCidentification_off_4micsrrOAE
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Figure A.ll
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Appendix B Error analysis

% ' Erroct2b.m '
% program to investigate the relation between delta_Cmax and abs_delta_b_max at several gridpoints

function [x,y,abs_delta_b_max_mat]=Error_t2b(delta_Cmax,ncx,perc_b,mics,vx,vy)
% the mic coordinates are assumed to be in the space domain:[m1_x m2_x m3_x; m1_y m2_y m3_Y]
% nr_x is the number of gridpoint in the x-direction (nr_y=2*nr_x-1)
% perc_b is the percentage of the tabletop that we want to use for the grid, in percent

xlimgrid=42.S*perc_b/100;
ylimgrid=8S*perc_b/100;
x=(-xlimgrid:2*xlimgridl(nr_x-1 ):xlimgrid)';
y=(-ylimgrid:2*xlimgrid/(ncx-1 ):ylimgrid)'; % x and y make up the set of gridpoints

% loop to walk through the grid of source locations
for m=1 :Iength(x)

for n=1 :Iength(y)
b=[x(m);y(n)];
abs_delta_b_max_mat(n,m)=ErroU2b_one_b(delta_cmax,b,mics,vx,vy);

end
end

sUrf(x,y,abs_delta_b_max_mat); shg; % plot surf
hold on;
% plot microphone 'triangle'
plot3([mics(1 ,:) mics(1,1 )],[mics(2,:) mics(2,1 )],min(min(abs_delta_b_max_mat))*ones(1 ,4));
hold off;

Figure B.l MATLABfunction Error_t2b: code to perform the error analysis/or different gridpoints. It
makes calls to Error_t2b_one_b (figure B.2)
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% ' Error_t2b.m ' (the second part)

% coordinates are assumed to be in the space domain
transS2T=[1 Ivx 0;0 1Ivy];
b_time=transS2T*b;
mics_time=transS2T*mics;
r1 =norm(b_time-mics_time(:,1),2);
r2=norm(b_time-mics_time(:,2),2);
r3=norm (b_time-mics_time(: ,3),2);
r=[r1 r2 r3]; % vector with the three TDOA's

% Determine at which three microphones the waves arrive first
[ri,indi]=min(r);
r(indi)=100000; % arbitrary high value to ensure
[rj,indj]=min(r); % that it is not determined again as
r(indj)=100000; % being the minimum
[rk,indk]=min(r);
r(indk)=100000;

mi_mLmk=mics(:,[indi indj indk]); % the microphone space coordinates in the right order, mi, mj, mk
dij=rj-ri;
dik=rk-ri; % the two RTDOA's

dum=2*delta_Cmax; % dummy
input=[vx vy dij dik mi_mLmk(1 :6) 0];

b1=Sourceloc3mics(input+[O 0 dum 00000000]);
b2=Sourceloc3mics(input+[O 0 dum dum 000 0 0 0 0]);
b3=Sourceloc3mics(input+[O 0 0 dum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]);
b4=Sourceloc3mics(input+[O 0 -dum 00000000]);
b5=Sourceloc3mics(input+[O 0 -dum -dum 0 00 0 0 0 0]);
b6=Sourceloc3mics(input+[O 0 0 -dum 0 000 0 0 0]);

% evaluate Sourceloc3mics for
% every corner of the polygon

delta_b=[b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6]-b*ones(1 ,6); % subtract the original given b from the results
abs_delta_b=[norm(delta_b(:,1)) norm(delta_b(:,2)) norm(delta_b(:,3)) norm(delta_b(:,4)) ...
norm(delta_b(:,5)) norm(delta_b(:,6))];
abs_delta_b_max=max(abs_delta_b); % the resulting maximum absolute value of the error in b

Figure B.2 MATLAB function Error_t2b_one_b: code to perform the error analysis for one particular
source location
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